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The Business Digital Index is now in 
its seventh year. The report uses the 
attitudinal and behavioural data of 
small businesses across the UK to 
measure tech adoption and identify 
levers for change. Also included is 
the second benchmark of Essential 
Digital Skills for business. 
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Compared to 2019, there have been some 
sizeable shifts in behaviour:
•  One-fifth more of businesses are now using 

Internet and mobile banking 

•  30% more businesses now have the highest 
digital capability (49% to 64%)

•  40% more now use digital training tools  
(29% to 48%)

•  33% more use online accounting software and 
cloud-based IT systems (42% to 56%)

•  15% fewer businesses are creating and 
maintaining websites (68% to 58%), and 
therefore relying more on social media 

However, survey and verbatim responses show 
the biggest shift is in mindset.
•  Over three-quarters of businesses now believe 

that having a smartphone is crucial for their 
success, up from 63% in 2019

•  61% also intend to continue new digital habits 
started during the Covid-19 pandemic 

•  57% of businesses admit they are using 
technology through necessity rather than choice

•  50% more businesses now have a dedicated 
internal team for digital development and use 
external support than in 2019 (33% to 50%)

The transactional dataset of 250,000 small 
businesses and the attitudinal survey of 2,000 
business owners illustrates key demographic 
characteristics, but there are two rudimentary 
segments:

•  Digitally developed and doing well: 
those with high digital capability

•  Digitally disengaged and under-confident: 
those with low digital capability

For the digitally developed, the benefits are tangible. 
Businesses with high digital capability – as 
determined through the behavioural segmentation 
– are almost twice as likely to have increased their 
turnover in the last 12 months, in comparison to 
those who have lower digital skills. The greatest 
reported benefit though, is ‘customer reach beyond 
their locality, (23%), an important distinction, as 
the pandemic has forced many businesses to look 
further afield for growth and expansion.

However, the picture is not fully positive. 26% of 
businesses have no intention of prioritising digital 
development. This rises to 56% for businesses with 
low digital capability, perhaps reflecting that they 
lack the expertise and knowledge required to take 
the next steps. This presents a risk that their digital 
adoption will not change in the next year without 
significant disruption and incentive. 

Overall, only one-third of businesses are planning 
to invest in tech in the next 12 months, and these 
are largely those with high-digital capability, 
who are more than twice as likely to say they will 
invest than those with low digital skills. Digital 
breeds digital. For those who are not intending to 
invest – time is one of the biggest barriers (39%) 
to exploring more technology solutions and 49% 
share that funding is also part of the challenge. 

67% of small businesses understand where they 
can access help and support should they need it. 
But the road to tech adoption for businesses has 
a variety of considerations; access, infrastructure, 
confidence and capability and the time and 
opportunity to take initial steps. Clarity around 
the value of training and support is vital, as is 
the knowledge, expertise, and confidence to 
act upon it. 

Nick Williams
Group Transformation Director,
Lloyds Banking Group

This years’ Business Digital Index 
indicates that small businesses 
are more digital than ever before. 
Spurred on by the pandemic, many 
small businesses have turned to 
technology and digital platforms to 
help explore alternative business 
models, maintain sales and pivot 
to a digital front door. 

“ 26% of businesses have no 
intention of prioritising digital 
development. This rises to 
56% for business with low 
digital capability”
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Size and the sector a business 
operates in are the biggest 
determining factors
For sole traders, 76% are not intending to invest 
in technology at all, 44% aren’t confident they 
can lead their organisation to success and 43% 
do not feel they have enough time to explore 
new tech solutions. Funding is a factor, as 51% 
said they don’t have the funding to digitise their 
business, though where there are appropriate 
low cost or free digital tools, high adoption can 
be seen (see page 27). The data also indicates 
that sole traders are most likely to not have 
access to the technology to digitise their 
organisation (35%) and 36% do not know where 
to access support and guidance to make their 
organisation more digital. 

However, since the benchmark began in 2014, the 
number of sole traders with low digital capability 
has reduced to one-third of what it was (22% 
versus 68%). Closing this final gap and ensuring 
they have high digital capability would equate 
to time savings and an estimated additional 
£23,000 per year for a sole trader. If each sole 
trader were to achieve high digital capability, this 
could ladder up to an additional £24 billion for 
the UK’s digital economy every year. 

Administration and Support Services remain the 
industry with the highest levels of digitisation, but 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing and Real Estate 
small businesses have seen the greatest shift; 
almost one-third more now have high digital 
capability. And what have they done differently? 
Many Real Estate businesses mobilised digital 
marketing, virtual showrooms and house 
viewings across the pandemic; an additional 
16pp have set up a website, 10pp more are 
using online channels to attract customers, and 
18pp more are making sales via online channels. 
Agriculture businesses however, have seen a 
spike in their skills and the back-office; 27pp more 
are using digital training tools and an additional 
23pp are using cloud-based IT systems. 

Regional differences remain but are highly driven 
by the sectors that operate within them, as well 
as the extent to which local authorities have 
provided funding and real focus on digitisation 
and skills support. The North West stands out, 
as the number of businesses with high digital 
capability has almost doubled since 2014  
and almost eight-in-ten businesses are now set 
up for success online. London and the South 
East are in pole position, with Yorkshire and the 
Humber currently having the lowest levels of 
high digital capability. 

For the first time, male-owned small 
businesses have reached parity with female-
owned business levels of digital capability. 
However, experience and broader research 
indicates that mindset and confidence 
present the barriers. Female business owners 
are much more likely to not be prioritising 
digital at all (34% versus 24% for males) and 
are less likely to invest in technology in the 
future (28% versus 34% for males). 

While there is much to improve on, this 
report does clearly show that in seven years 
the UK small business sector has made 
significant steps forward, despite a changing 
socio-economic climate, a global pandemic, 
and evolving consumer expectations. There 
is much to be proud of and much more 
to strive for; if small businesses with low 
digital capability transitioned to high levels 
of digitisation, the UK economy could be 
as much as £75 billion richer. Each small 
business stands to gain thousands of pounds 
and hours through improved efficiencies 
and productivity. 

Small business stories

“It was a whole new world for me to 
navigate, but I've grown my customer 
base right across the UK, from Inverness 
to Plymouth”
See page 23 to find out more

“I have been really focused on putting 
the right infrastructure in place from the 
start, to help streamline and automate 
my business” 
See page 26 to find out more 

“Digital is the future – not just to help me 
sell my products online but also for how 
I run the business” 
See page 28 to find out more 

“My social media platforms are my online 
portfolio. Potential customers search for 
services we provide and can see what we are 
doing and our reviews before they book”
See page 31 to find out more 

²
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Without a doubt, the pandemic has driven 
a transformation in digital skills for small 
businesses. Without digital, the impact of 
lockdowns, restrictions and vastly changed 
customer behaviour for all businesses would 
have been devastating. As this research 
shows, the huge steps forward that businesses 
have made, have been critical in getting 
them through. 

However, it is also clear that this skills development 
is not without bumps in the road. Some were 
pulled into it as a matter of necessity (57%) rather 
than desire to engage, so for these people we 
need to continue to develop the value of digital 
and support them as they continue this journey. 
We need to ensure that, having been drawn into 
the digital world, they realise the full benefits and 
want to stay. 

For others, they have fallen yet further behind 
due to the pandemic and the fast pace of 
development of the last two years. Perhaps they 
have not had the support available to them, 
perhaps they are not aware of the benefits; the 
onus must be on us as business organisations, 
banks, governments and more to ensure that 

everyone has appropriate access to help, advice, 
support and indeed inspiration to help them 
make the most of all opportunities in digital for 
their business. 

Those digitally developed are likely to carry on 
developing and achieve great things, creating 
growth and building confidence in communities 
and the economy, even without our intervention, 
and they should be celebrated. But let us 
make sure we too embrace and build up those 
businesses who have not yet had the same 
opportunities, and ensure that they have 

access to fantastic support, like the Lloyds Bank 
Academy, to realise their dreams and potential. 
That is surely where the exciting future lays. 

At Small Business Britain we look forward to 
working with Lloyds Bank and all who share this 
vision. There is much to be done in 2022 – and I 
am confident too that much will be achieved. 

“ This insight from the Lloyds 
Bank Business Digital Index is 
critical in understanding exactly 
where the challenges lay and 
makes sure we are focusing 
our efforts on those businesses 
that need us most.”

Michelle Ovens CBE
Founder,
Small Business Britain



2018
  02/2018

Digital Enterprise 
Delivery Group 
(DEDG)
Led by Lloyds Banking Group, 
the Digital Enterprise Delivery 
Group focused  on increasing 
the digital capabilities of 
small businesses and charities. 

  06/2018

Business Basics
Programme
Dept. for Business Energy and 
Industrial Strategy: A grant scheme 
that was launched to fund trials 
to evaluate the impact of new 
approaches to improve productivity, 
such as encouraging the adoption 
of new technologies.

As per the five key productivity ingredients identified in 2019, 2021 now shows:

Data: 48% are using data to improve the performance 
of their businesses’ online presence. 54% are using data 
to improve their organisation’s products and services.

The Cloud: Since 2018, the number of businesses using 
cloud-based IT systems has increased by 12pp (to 56%).

Website: 69% allow customers to view products and 
services on a website.

Growth-mindset for marketing: 66% of  
businesses who are planning to invest in tech in 
the next 12 months are going to invest in digital 
marketing (top priority).

Connected devices/ Internet of Things: 77% say a 
smartphone is crucial to the success of the business. 
80% use their smartphone to do business on the move.

x

Thanks to the small businesses who have doubled down on digital in the last three years  
(2018-2021), the UK has generated up to an additional £38 billion turnover.

    2017-2020: As part of the Helping Britain Prosper 
pledge, 2.5 million individuals, charities and small 
business were supported with their digital skills 

2014
   03/2014

Exports and
international trade 
Dept. for International Trade: 
Support for businesses to encourage 
investment and exports were among 
the measures announced by the 
chancellor in the annual budget review.

In 2021, only 
16% of businesses 
are using digital 
to trade overseas 
– this remains an 
opportunity for 
businesses to tap into.
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2017
  07/2017

Be the Business 
A business-led movement to help 
close the UK productivity gap. Set 
up to share best practice among 
businesses, Be the Business 
provides support through digital 
benchmarking tools, mentoring, 
peer networks and leadership 
and management education.

  03/2017

UK Digital Strategy
Dept. Digital Culture Media and 
Sport: The UK Digital Strategy 
launched in 2017 and sets out 
how the UK will become a world-
leading digital economy that works 
for everyone. The Digital Skills and 
Inclusion policy was then published 
in April.

The 2021 report 
also shows the top main benefit 
for businesses using digital is 
wider geographic coverage 
across the UK (23%). For the 
remainder of businesses, the 
key challenge is how they can be 
encouraged to venture beyond 
their local area and UK borders.

7

   2016: The 
Digital Champions 
programme  
launched

The last seven years UK Business Digital Index

The business digital landscape  
over time
Since 2014, when the Business Digital Index 
benchmark began, there has been a tidal wave 
of considerations for businesses to adapt to 
and contend with, such as the UK’s productivity 
puzzle, Brexit, the Covid-19 pandemic, and 
the growing concern for climate change and 
becoming an ethical and sustainable business.

Many parties have rallied around small 
businesses, including national and local 
government and several industry partners, 
helping to create the interventions needed  
in challenging times.

As a result of small businesses’ tenacity, 
this year’s report shows that businesses’ 
digital capability is at an all-time high. This 
timeline highlights some of the key initiatives 
implemented and moments in time since  
2014 – alongside this, the latest 2021  
Business Digital Index data demonstrates  
the tremendous progress made, versus where 
progress is still required.

Whilst this infographic does not profile every 
activity over the last seven years, it shines a light 
on the interventions and activities that have 
shaped the direction of travel for small business 
digital adoption.

6

In 2021, 58% of 
businesses are utilising 
technology to reduce costs 
and increase efficiency.

¢
However, only 16% 
say the main business benefit 
of technology 
is more efficient back-office 
systems.

Ă

  02/2018

Local Digital Skills 
Partnership 
programme
Local DSP's work collaboratively 
with both regional and national 
stakeholders, to develop new innovative 
models to improve digital skills 
across their regions, boost their local 
economies and share best practice.

  11/2017

Digital Skills 
Partnership 
programme
The Digital Skills Partnership 
brings together public, private 
and charity sector organisations 
to boost skills for a world-leading, 
inclusive digital economy.

The last seven years

    2016-2020: Google 
Digital Garage partnership

https://www.lloydsbankinggroup.com/who-we-are/responsible-business/community-programmes/digital-inclusion.html
https://www.lloydsbankinggroup.com/who-we-are/responsible-business/community-programmes/digital-inclusion.html


2020
  02/2020

Power Up 
programme
Power Up is a pioneering 
initiative, launched by 
Good Things Foundation 
and J.P. Morgan, 
to drive economic 
inclusion through digital 
in communities – 
powering up people, 
provision and places.

  03/2019

Furlough  
scheme begins
HM Revenue and Customs: 
During Covid-19, employers 
could agree to put some or 
all of their staff on temporary 
leave (‘furlough’). 

  04-05/2020

Covid-19  
lending available
HM Treasury and Dept. for 
Business Energy and Industrial 
Strategy: Coronavirus 
Business Interruption Loan 
Scheme (CBILS) and Bounce 
Back Loan Scheme (BBLS) 
became available to enable 
businesses to access financial 
support during the pandemic. 

  06/2020

Digital Boost
Dept. Digital Culture Media 
and Sport: Digital Boost was 
created to help all people 
who work for and lead small 
businesses & charities to learn 
about and use digital, so their 
organisations grow and support 
the UK economic recovery.

  09/2020

Kickstart Scheme
Dept. for Work and Pensions: 
Funding for businesses 
to create new jobs for  
16-to-24-year-olds on  
Universal Credit who are  
at risk of long-term 
unemployment 

2.7 million (48%) businesses stated they would have ‘ceased 
trading’ without technology.

1.5 million (27%) businesses had an online presence for the first time 
due to pandemic.

2.2 million (40%) businesses started doing more business online and 
said that it helped them to diversify.

x
The Lloyds Bank 2020 Transformation with Tech Report revealed:

The Prime Minister  
Boris Johnson instructs 
the British public –  
“You must stay at home”.

All non-essential shops 
closed and gatherings and 
social events stopped.

f
  23/03/2019

Compared to 
2019, over 50% more 
businesses are seeking 
external support, 
in addition to their 
internal team, to boost 
their digital development.

Ą

2021/2022
  08/2021

Help to Grow 
Management 
Dept. for Business Energy and 
Industrial Strategy: The Help 
to Grow: Management Course 
supports senior managers of small 
and medium sized businesses 
to boost their business’s 
performance, resilience, and long-
term growth.

  07/2021

Tech Adoption 
Service
Greater London Authority and 
Greater Manchester Combined 
Authority: The Technology 
Adoption Service is a 100% 
free platform designed to help 
London’s small businesses find the 
best fit technology solutions for 
their needs.

  01/2022

Help to Grow 
Digital
Dept. for Business Energy and 
Industrial Strategy: Help to Grow: 
Digital is a UK-wide government-
backed scheme that aims to help 
businesses choose, buy and adopt 
digital technologies that will help 
to grow their business.

    2021: The Bank of Scotland 
Academy launched

    2019: The Lloyds Bank 
Academy launched 

    2020: Small Business Britain 
partnership formed

2019
  04/2019

Making Tax 
Digital
Fundamental changes 
announced to the way 
the tax system works 
to improve efficiency, 
effectiveness and make 
it easier for taxpayers.

  10/2019

FutureDotNow 
coalition announced 
Brings together organisations to motivate 
people and businesses to boost their digital 
skills to thrive in a digital UK. Founding members 
include Lloyds Banking Group, Accenture, 
Nominet, Good Things Foundation, PWC and 
BT, who also launched their Skills for Tomorrow 
programme in the same month.

Similarly to 2019, 
transacting online continues 
to be the highest digital skill 
(97%).

Ú
There has been a 
14-percentage point increase 
in the number of businesses 
using online accounting, 
since 2019.

¤
61% also intend to continue 
new digital habits started during the 
Covid-19 pandemic.

Ė
Businesses with ‘low’ digital 
capability stand to gain up to an additional 
£75 billion if they developed high digital skills.

Ċ

For sole traders, this equates up to 
an additional £24 billion for the UK economy, 
or £23,000 per business.

d

    2022:  The Scottish Widows 
Academy – coming soon

   2021: 185,000 more 
small businesses were 
helped with their tech 
adoption and skills 

7The last seven years UK Business Digital Index

https://www.bankofscotlandacademy.co.uk
https://www.bankofscotlandacademy.co.uk
https://www.lloydsbankacademy.co.uk/
https://www.lloydsbankacademy.co.uk/
https://smallbusinessbritain.uk/
https://smallbusinessbritain.uk/
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Methodology

Benchmarking
The Business Digital Index is an annual report and 
was first commissioned in 2014. This iteration is the 
seventh in its series. 

In 2020 a strategic break was taken from the Index, 
and a bespoke publication, the Transformation 
with Tech* report, was produced in partnership with 
Be the Business to analyse how businesses were 
adapting to survive during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

The data in this report is often benchmarked 
against the first baseline year in 2014 and includes 
a two-year comparison between 2019 and 2021. 
Where possible, all seven years are referred to. 

Population Source 
Extrapolations in this report use the latest available 
Great Britain** banked business population 
estimates released by Savanta, as at 2021 year 
end (for businesses with less than £25 million 
turnover). The survey in this report sampled 
Lloyds Banking Group business customers from 
Great Britain, with the sample reflective of the 
Lloyds Banking Group business customer base in 
terms of sector and location.

Appendix
The full appendix is available at the back of 
this report (which can also be found online at 
lloydsbank.com/businessdigitalindex)

Getting in touch
Should you have any questions about the 
methodology or report findings, please contact 
the Lloyds Bank Responsible Transformation team 
at digitalskillsinclusion@lloydsbanking.com

Data matching 
Each of the 1,968 businesses surveyed are  
anonymously data matched with their transactional 
data to allow a richer, in-depth level of analysis and 
comparison of actual behaviour versus attitudes 
and perceptions.  

Essential Digital Skills 
In 2018, the UK consumer measure of Essential 
Digital Skills (EDS) was published following an 
extensive public consultation in partnership 
with the Department for Education. Considering 
this, Lloyds Bank consulted with 40 cross-sector 
organisations and shaped an equitable small 
business Essential Digital Skills framework, ensuring 
it fully reflected the range of skills organisations 
need to safely benefit from the digital world of 
today. The first view of EDS for small business was 
published in 2019 (with 2021 providing the first 
year-on-year view) and is no longer comparable to 
the previous Basic Digital Skills measure. 

The Essential Digital Skills measure varies from the 
Index score as it is solely based on quantitative data. 

Communicating 
Interact, collaborate and connect 
with others

Creating
Engage with communities and create  
basic digital content

Managing Information
Find, manage and store digital  
information and content

Problem Solving
Increase independence and confidence  
by solving problems using digital tools 

 Transacting
Purchase and sell goods and services, 
organise finances, register for and use 
government digital services

Cybersecurity
Protect the organisation and its  
customers from fraud and other 
harms through appropriate policies 
and best practice

ă Essential Digital Skills Framework

* lloydsbank.com/assets/resource-centre/pdf/2020_transformation_with_tech_report.pdf

** In previous years the sample size in Northern Ireland has been too small to be representative, 
therefore Northern Ireland data has been removed.

The Lloyds Bank Business Digital Index is 
the largest measure of digital capability for 
UK small businesses. The report focuses on 
businesses with an annual turnover of up to 
£25 million and less than 250 employees.

Index Score
The Index Score range is between 1-100 
and is used to benchmark small businesses 
into digital capability segments (see next 
page). Underpinning this score are eight key 
indicators including infrastructure, mobile and 
security (see appendix 1 for more detail). 

The score is calculated by combining the 
following data:

1.  Online behaviours of UK organisations
(2021 n= 250,325) 
Anonymised and aggregated Lloyds Banking 
Group transactional data provides an 
overview of businesses’ online activities, as 
a representative proxy for the UK’s small 
business banked population.

2.  Primary quantitative research
(2021 n= 1,968) 
Between 26th May and 14th July 2021,  
an in-depth telephone survey was asked of 
1,968 small businesses across the UK to ask 
about their digital attitudes and behaviours. 

Please note: Across the report,  
some figures may not sum to 100% or 
calculated differences may not look  
exact due to rounding discrepancies.

x

http://lloydsbank.com/businessdigitalindex
https://www.lloydsbank.com/assets/resource-centre/pdf/2020_transformation_with_tech_report.pdf
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‘Least digitally capable’ 
refers to Segment 1

Throughout the report ‘low’ refers to Segments 1 to 3 combined

‘Most digitally capable’
refers to Segment 5

Throughout the report ‘high’ refers to Segments 4 and 5 combined

1 2 3 4 5
Figure 1. Digital capability segment characteristics for UK small businesses, 2021Index segmentation

Small businesses are allocated into digital 
capability segments according to their 
Index Score (see previous page for more 
information), and ultimately their digital 
behaviours.

The segmentation allows the report to 
distinguish these behaviours, tailor analysis and 
provide a more detailed profile on how digital 
UK small businesses are.

The segments are ranked 1 to 5, from the least 
to the most digitally capable organisations.

Figure 1 illustrates the segment definitions 
and the corresponding traits for a business 
to qualify.

• Less than 5% offer their 
own website 

• One-quarter use email 
to communicate with 
customers and suppliers 

• Under 10% use social media 
to communicate with 
customers and suppliers 

• Around one-in-ten use 
government services 

• Nearly one-in-five use 
Internet Banking 

• No businesses use online 
accounting software 

• Less than 5% have Essential 
Digital Skills

Passive*
Index Score range: 0-18 • Nearly one-in-ten offer 

a website 

•  Nearly 70% use email 
to communicate with 
customers and suppliers 

• One-in-five use social media 
to communicate with 
customers and suppliers 

• Around 60% use online 
government services  

• Over half use 
Internet Banking 

• One-in-ten use digital 
channels for online 
accounting software 

• One-in-five have Essential 
Digital Skills

Getting started
Index Score range: 18-34 • Nearly one-quarter offer 

their own website 

• Over 80% use email 
to communicate with 
customers and suppliers 

• Just under one-quarter 
use social media to 
communicate with 
customers and suppliers 

• Seven-in-ten use online 
government services  

• 80% use Internet Banking 

• One-in-five use online 
accounting software 

• One-third have Essential 
Digital Skills

Established
Index Score range: 34-48 • Over half offer their 

own website 

• Nearly all use email 
to communicate with 
customers and suppliers 

•  Half use social media 
to communicate with 
customers and suppliers 

• More than eight-in-ten use 
online government services 

• Nearly 90% use 
Internet Banking 

• Almost half use online 
accounting software 

• Half have Essential 
Digital Skills

High
Index Score range: 48 -62 • Nine-in-ten have a website 

• Nearly all use email 
to communicate with 
customers and suppliers 

• Around 80% use social 
media to communicate with 
customers and suppliers 

• Over 90% use online 
government services 

• Almost all use 
Internet Banking 

• Seven-in-ten use online 
accounting software 

• Two-thirds have Essential 
Digital Skills

Advanced
Index Score range: 62-1002

‘Low’ and ‘high’ digital  
capability refers to the combined 
segments 1-3 and 4-5 respectively 

x

*  Care to be taken when referring to this data, due to 
sample size being below 100
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Business Digital Index Score and segmentation

2014
n = 1,438

2015
n = 1,476

2016
n = 1,522

2017
n = 1,520

2018
n = 1,504

2019
n = 1,511

2021
n = 1,968

2020

Av
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or

e

70

65

60

55

50

45

40

45 45

54 54
56

60

69

Segment 1: Passive Segment 2: Getting started Segment 3: Established Segment 4: High Segment 5: Advanced

Figure 3. Proportion of small businesses in each digital capability segment, 2014, 2019 and 2021

14% 16%
22% 23% 25%

6%
10% 12%

22%

49%

3% 6% 9%

18%

64%

2021  n = 1,968Key 2019  n = 1,5112014  n = 1,438

Figure 2. Index score for small businesses, 2014-2021Since 2019, when the Business Digital Index was 
last published, the Index Score has risen by 14%, 
to 69 points (see figure 2). This increase has 
been driven by step changes in capability from 
businesses aged ten years or more (nine-point 
increase), and those in the Real Estate sector 
(13-point increase) (see appendices 2-8).

All components of the Index Score have increased 
in the last two years. The most notable changes 
have been an increase in mobile banking app 
usage, security software interaction and volume 
 of online transactions (see appendices 9-10).  
For more information on the different components 
of the Index score, see appendix 1.

The Index Score, being constructed of both 
transactional and attitudinal data, also underpins 
a small business segmentation showing five 

different levels of digital capability ranging from 
Segment 1 (‘Passive’, the lowest digital capability) 
to Segment 5 (‘Advanced’, the highest level of 
digital capability). Organisations are allocated into 
their segments according to their Index Score and 
ultimately their digital behaviours (see pages 8 and 
9 for the methodology).

Positively, just under two-thirds (64%) of UK small 
businesses are now in the Advanced segment, 
which has risen from 49% in 2019 (a 31% increase) 
and from 25% when the Index first began in 2014 
(figure 3). This means 614,000 (15 percentage 
points) more businesses are now in the most 
digitally capable tier than in 2019.

All other digital capability segments have 
decreased indicating an overall shift up the digital 
capability curve.
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78% of businesses are going online to manage their 
finances (95% of all banking visits are online)

Almost half (48%) have seen increased sales as a  
result of their online presence (52% are making 

sales through online channels)

36% are planning to invest in digital in the 
next 12 months

Make more than five times more online payments 
across 12 months

Almost twice as likely to have reported an 
increase in turnover in the last 12 months

Seven times as likely to use digital training tools and more 
 than six times as likely to use cloud-based IT systems

42% of businesses are going online to manage their 
finances (79% of all banking visits are online)

17% have seen increased sales as a result of  
their online presence (27% are making sales  
through online channels)

17% are planning to invest in digital in the 
next 12 months

Make almost twice as many cash withdrawals 
across 12 months

14% have their own organisation website 
(compared to 82%)

Only 6% have an Instagram presence 
(compared to 25%)

Low  
Digital 

Capability
18%

High 
Digital 
Capability
82%

1
2 4

53

Figure 4. High level comparisons of businesses’ digital behaviours, split by low and high digital capability, 2021 Note: Any comparisons made are to the corresponding 'low' or 'high' digital capability segment.

Low and high segment trends
Figure 4 highlights the differences in digital activities 
and traits exhibited by businesses with low and 
high digital capability, and in some cases, how this 
impacts their financial behaviours and outcomes. 

Those with lower levels of digital capability have a 
higher tendency to deal in cash and a much lower 

proportion are managing their finances digitally, 
in comparison to those more technologically 
advanced. Despite 27% being able to sell online, 
only 17% are seeing an increase in sales, meaning 
there is a disconnect for the remaining 10%. 

There is an apparent virtuous cycle for those who 
have high digital capability. They are more than 

twice as likely to invest in digital, seven times more 
likely to use digital training tools, and overall are 
more likely to realise the benefits of the online 
world and provide their customers with a better 
service experience. Improved signposting and 
support is needed for those with lower levels of 
digital skills to help level the playing field. 

If those with low digital  
capability transitioned to high 
digital capability, an additional 
£75 billion could be generated for 
the UK economy 

d
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Demographics

Figure 5. Proportion of small businesses across different demographics, most and least likely to have 
high digital capability, 2021 

Key Businesses with lowest % of high digital capability Businesses with highest % of high digital capability

Lowest sample size: n = 118. Highest sample size: n = 1,848.

Region8

0 Yorkshire and the Humber London and the South East
86%77%

Social media use0

0
97%35%

None Significant

Gender³

0 Male Female
83%81%

100

0
81% 87%

Ten years or more Three to four years

Firm age÷

0
92%78%

One Six to 249

Firm sizeą

0
94%81%

£1 million to £25 millionUnder £1 million

Turnover segmente

Sectorñ

0
89%71%

Agriculture/
Forestry/Fishing

Administrative and 
Support Service activities

Which businesses are the most digital?
Certain characteristics indicate a greater 
likelihood of having digital capability. Figure 5 
shows in 2021, small businesses who have high 
digital capability are more likely to have a higher 
number of employees (six to nine or over 10  
to 249 employees, 92%), operate within the 
Administrative and Support Service sector 
 (89%) or have been in operation for three to  
four years (87%) (for more information see 
appendices 11 -13).

Ultimately, as the attitudinal data shows, the 
greatest correlating factor between a small 
businesses’ digital capability is their sector and 
size of business.

The following pages highlight some of the key 
differences and therefore where focus is needed. 

Those with low digital capability 
To improve the effectiveness of interventions, 
this data brings to life the proportion of the 
different demographic groups that are most 
likely to have low digital capability and are 
key groups to target for support (the remaining 
percentage of the demographic have high 
digital capability):

65%
do not use social media 

29% 
are in the Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fishing sector

23% 
are from Yorkshire 
and the Humber

22%
are sole traders

19%
•  have under £1 million 

turnover 

• are males 

•  have been in operation 
for ten years or more

For more information see appendix 14.
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N/A  Sample size is too small to be significant, so any comparisons are unable to be made

XX%   Care to be taken when referring to these data points, as the sample size for the 
sector is between 70-99 respondents

Figure 6. Proportion of small businesses with high digital capability,  
split by sector, 2014, 2019 and 2021

  2014      n = 1,438

  2019      n = 1,511

  2021      n = 1,968

Key

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A N/AN/AN/AN/A N/A

Education was also measured as a sector, but due to low sample sizes across the years, no data comparisons are able to be made.

Accommodation/
Foodservice

Administrative and 
Support Service

Agriculture/ 
Forestry/Fishing

Arts/  
Recreation

Construction Financial/ 
Insurance/ 

Info/Comms

Health/ 
Social Work

Manufacturing Real Estate Transportation 
and Storage

Wholesale/ 
Retail/Repair

84%

71%

43%

83%

45%

74%
81%

66%

41%

89%87%

65%

36%

53%

71%

52%

75%72%

80%

88%

74%

57%

Sector and size of organisation are the 
biggest determiners
The gulf between sectors’ digital capability has 
narrowed (from 35 to 18 percentage points, 
figure 6). Administration and Support Services 
remain the industry with the highest levels of 
digitisation, however the sectors with the most 
progress are those with historically low levels of 
digital capability, Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing 
(+19pp) and Real Estate (+18pp) – almost one-third 

more now have high digital capability. This may 
be no surprise as technology is playing a much 
bigger role in modern day farming and the housing 
market has seen a surge throughout the pandemic, 
which would not have been possible without an 
online presence.

Real Estate businesses have mobilised digital 
marketing; an additional 16pp have set up a 
website, 10pp more are using online channels to 
attract customers, and 18pp more are making sales 

via online channels (appendix 15). Agriculture 
businesses however, have seen a spike in their skills 
and the back-office; 27pp more are using digital 
training tools and an additional 23pp are using 
cloud-based IT systems (appendix 15).

Whilst sector plays the biggest role, figure 5 shows 
the size of the organisation is the next strongest 
determining factor, indicating that sole traders are 
the group most likely to need digitising support. For 
more information on sole traders see page 27.

•  Administration and Support 
Services continues to be the most 
digital sector 

•  Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing has 
made the most progress since 2019

•  Despite Real Estate improving its 
high digital capability by 32%, the 
sector continues to rank last

x
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Figure 7. Proportion of small businesses  with high digital capability, split by region, 
2014, 2019 and 2021

SCOTLAND

West Midlands

South West

83%47% 82%

North East

Yorkshire and the Humber

East Midlands

London

South East

East of England

North West

WALES

Key

  2014      n = 1,438

  2019      n = 1,511

  2021      n = 1,968

79%39% 73%

79%45% 65%

84%57% 67%
86%51% 72%

86%51% 81%

81%51% 68%

85%47% 68%

77%44% 74%

80%46% 62%

78%46% 72%

North West has doubled its digital in 
seven years
As the regional analysis shows, over the last 
seven years, the North West has seen the greatest 
jump in number of small businesses with high 
digital capability (39% to 79%); almost eight-in-ten 
businesses are now set up for success online 
(figure 7). 
London and the South East are in joint 
pole position. 

According to Forbes data, the UK is the second 
highest ranked country for young entrepreneurs 
to work (behind North America) and London 
ranked top as the best city in the world for young 
businesses to succeed in (followed by New York)*. 
According to Companies House data, between 
January and June 2021, there was an increase 
of 32% of new businesses registered in the UK 
compared to the previous year, with London 
dominating and seeing one-third of these new 
registrations**.

Across the UK, newer businesses are more than 
60% more likely to have seen an increase in 
turnover in the last 12 months, than established 
businesses*** (appendix 16). All of these factors 
could be contributing to London’s strong digital 
performance, and indicates that younger 
entrepreneurs are perhaps more able to deal 
with macro-economic shocks by being able to 
pivot quicker to maintain and increase their 
turnover in the face of adversity.

Scotland has stalled  
Between 2014 and 2019 the progress seen in 
Scotland (+36 percentage points) saw them 
become the most digitally capable nation/region, 
however progress has remained flat in the last  
two years. They are still ranking highly overall,  
but intervention may be needed to kick start 
further momentum. 

Yorkshire and the Humber was in third position 
in 2019 behind Scotland and London, however 
it is now in final place.

* prnewsblog.com/news/9630/london-is-best-city-in-the-world-for-young-business-owners/

** businessleader.co.uk/almost-80-new-businesses-created-every-hour-across-uk-in-first-half-of-2021/

*** Established refers to businesses who have been in operation for ten years or more 

https://www.prnewsblog.com/news/9630/london-is-best-city-in-the-world-for-young-business-owners/
https://www.businessleader.co.uk/almost-80-new-businesses-created-every-hour-across-uk-in-first-half-of-2021/
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81%

20
21

12 percentage 
point increase

69%

20
19

 83%

20
21

7 percentage 
point increase

 76%

20
19

Top three areas of change for 
female small business owners 

between 2019 and 2021

10 percentage points more 
have used the Internet to  

search for information on new 
suppliers and partners to find  

the best deals

8 percentage points more 
are now making online sales 

11 percentage points more  
are receiving payments digitally

Top three areas of change for 
male small business owners 

between 2019 and 2021

6 percentage points more  
have used the Internet to search 
for information on new suppliers 
and partners to find the best deals

5 percentage points more  
are now using their mobile to manage 
their business on the move and are 
also receiving online payments

6 percentage points more
are storing information digitally  

Figure 8. Proportion of small businesses with high digital capability, split by gender, 2019 and 2021

Key 2019  n =  1,511 2021  n =  1,827

* lloydsbank.com/assets/resource-centre/pdf/business_digital_index_2019.pdf

The gender parity playing field 
has levelled 
In the 2019 Business Digital Index*, the data 
demonstrated that female entrepreneurs had 
greater digital capability. In the last two years, the 
playing field has levelled, with eight-in-ten female 
and male business owners now exhibiting high 
digital capability (figure 8). 

How males and females are 
behaving online:
•  Males and females have made the same 

progress in managing their finances online,  
both increasing by five percentage points 

•  Males are making twice as many cash 
withdrawals a year, which are over two-and- 
a-half-times higher in value than females 

•  Females are making 31% more payments 
online a year than males (their value of online 
payments are also 13% higher)

• However, males pay 20% less on business bills

When looking at the Essential Digital Skills 
framework,  59% of female business owners have 
Essential Digital Skills, compared to 54% of male 
business owners (appendix 17). 

By and large, females are leading through greater 
skill levels in the Communicating (95% versus 
91%) and Creating (82% versus 67%) categories 
(appendix 21). They are also over 30% more likely 
(70% versus 53%) to use social media communities 
to engage with customers.

However, experience and broader research 
indicate that mindset and confidence present 
potential future barriers. Female business owners 
are much more likely to not be prioritising digitally 
at all (34% versus 24% for males) (appendix 18) 
and are less likely to invest in technology in the 
next 12 months (28% versus 34% for males).

Whilst male and female genders are 
represented, the survey did receive 
responses from business owners 
identifying as non-binary or who 
preferred not to disclose their gender.

x

https://www.lloydsbank.com/assets/resource-centre/pdf/business_digital_index_2019.pdf
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What small businesses are doing online?

Business digital activities UK Business Digital Index

92%

85%

65%

80%

65%

85%

53%

75%

54%

47%

42%

29%

19%

42%

46%

11%

2%

92%

90%  (+5pp)

70%  (+5pp)

85%  (+5pp)

69%  (+3pp)

82%  (-3pp)

65%  (+11pp)

76%  (+1pp)

61%  (+8pp)

59%  (+12pp)

56%  (+14pp)

48%  (+18pp)

16%  (-3pp)

56%  (+14pp)

46%

11%

1%  (-1pp)

Communicate with suppliers 
and/or customers via email

Make payments to suppliers

Cloud-based IT systems

Use government services e.g. Companies House 
and HMRC (VAT tax returns)

Take payments from customers

Provide information/advertising and 
promotion through web pages

Digital training tools

Digital Recruitment

Internet Banking

Offer own organisation website

Online accounting software

Trading overseas

Search for information e.g. research 
organisation purchase decisions

Can use my mobile to make payments

Communicate with suppliers and/or customers 
via social media

Make sales or take orders

The organisation does not use the Internet 
at all/no access to the Internet

Key

  2019      n = 1,511

  2021      n = 1,968

   Percentage point 
(pp) difference, 
2021 vs. 2019

pp

Figure 8a. ‘For which of the following purposes, if any, does your business use any form of digital 
channels’, 2019 versus 2021

Businesses are bolstering the back-office 
Across the last two years, businesses have had to 
shift their priorities for the survival and growth of 
their organisation during unprecedented times.

As shown in figure 8a, two areas that have seen 
exponential improvement since 2019 are i) the use 
of cloud-based IT systems and ii) online accounting 
software (both increasing by one third). The former 
was likely spurred on by the flexibility of remote 
working and the additional security benefits when 
doing so. The latter, by the imminent roll out of 
the Making Tax Digital initiative. Both functions 
are key to aiding efficiency and productivity in the 
back-office.

Over 730,000 more businesses now use 
digital training tools
The biggest shift in behaviour is in use of online 
training tools (plus 18 percentage points). As seen 
on page 25, businesses now rely on a blend of 
internal and external digital expertise – only 10%  
of businesses in 2021 exclusively seek external 
help. There is much more of an emphasis on 
internal support, and the need to ensure they 
are upskilling and maintaining their knowledge is 
paramount. Yet 2.1 million businesses (52%) are 
yet to take advantage of the tools and training 
available to their workforce.     

As shown on page 22, the main business benefit 
is wider geographic coverage across the UK. 
Considering this, the data shows trading overseas 
has dipped in the last two years. This suggests that 
businesses are sticking to domestic markets, and 
overseas trading remains an opportunity for up to  
3.4 million business (84%). 

Mobile; a businesses’ most powerful tool
Over 490,000 more businesses now use 
 their mobile to make payments (plus 12 
percentage points).  

The transactional data indicates how businesses 
are taking advantage of mobile. In the last two 
years, the volume of small business mobile banking 
visits has increased by 71%, and 62% of total online 
visits are now from a mobile, compared to 44% in 
2019. Businesses in Segment 2 ‘Getting started’ 
are almost on a par with Segment 5 ‘Advanced’ in 
terms of proportion of online visits being via mobile 
(62% versus 63%). This indicates businesses 
aptitude for digital adoption on key tasks, even  
with much lower levels of digital skills. 

Looking at value of faster payment transactions, 
there has also been a 78% uplift since 2019. The 
Wholesale, Retail and Repair sector have more 
than doubled the value of their transactions in this 
time, whilst the Arts and Recreation sector has 
remained static.
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Small business online skills

Figure 9. Proportion of small businesses with one to six Essential Digital Skills, 2019 and 2021

2019

2021

Number 
of skills 543210 6

2%

2%

5%

6%

3%

3%

10%

13%

23%

21%

56%

55%

1%

2%

Key 2019  n =  1,511 2021  n =  1,968
Essential Digital Skills for UK businesses 
remains stable
A view of Essential Digital Skills (EDS) for businesses 
was published for the first time in November 2019, 
pre-pandemic. Figure 9 shows 55% of small 
businesses now have EDS, showing no improvement 
overall in the last two years (56% in 2019).

The businesses who are most likely to have 
Essential Digital Skills:

•  Are the largest businesses 
(10-249 employees) (80%)

• Are three to four years old (71%)

•  Are in the Arts and Recreation (69%)  
and Administrative and Support  
Service (66%) sectors

• Are in London (65%)

•  Have increased their turnover in the last 
twelve months (62%)

See appendix 19 for more information.

There are six skill areas within EDS for business; 
Communicating, Creating, Managing Information, 
Problem Solving, Transacting and Cybersecurity. 
To attain a skill, businesses must be able to 
perform at least one task in the skill area – this 
must be true for all six skills, for a business to have 
Essential Digital Skills.
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2021: 91%2019: 92%

2021: 70%2019: 74%

2021: 89%2019: 86%

2021: 68%2019: 69%

2021: 97%2019: 97%

2021: 92%2019: 95%

2019

The Essential Digital Skills and tasks 
businesses need for success
As shown in figure 10, transacting online continues 
to be the skill most easily obtained (97%), whereas 
solving problems with technology continues to be 
the most challenging (68%). Neither has seen an 
improvement in the last two years, demonstrating 
that businesses are not taking advantage of rapidly 
evolving technology. 

123,000 more businesses are now able to manage 
their information online (up three percentage 
points), howeve 164,000 fewer businesses are 
able to use online creativity tools and approaches 
(down four percentage points). 

Digitally communicate to maintain customer and supplier relationships
Respond to customer queries online
Use online channels to attract customers
Websites and systems are set up to cater to all (compliant to WCAG*)

Create and maintain an informational or e-commerce website
Create content (e.g. images, logos, copy) to promote the business
Create social media communities to engage with customers

Utilise technology to reduce costs and increase efficiency
Use data to improve products and services
Use data to improve website performance

Use mobile to do business on the move
Use software to collaborate (e.g. Google Docs)
Search for information on new suppliers and find the best deals
Use the Cloud to manage information
Store digital information on suppliers and customers

Software is kept up to date
Back-up critical business data
Password policy in place reflecting best practice
Protected from fraud with policies and procedures
Devices not connected to unsecured networks

Use Internet Banking
Buy goods and services online
Complete online forms (e.g. tax returns)
Manage invoices and accounts digitally
Receive online payments or donations
Make sales via online channels

Figure 10. Proportion of small businesses able to undertake the individual Essential Digital Skills tasks, 2019 and 2021

68%

59%
63%

75%

54%

45%

59%

52%

87%

77%

72%

79%

75%

87%

77%

65%
44%

85%

66%

89%

59%
81%

47%

2021
88%

58%

58%

80%

82%

89%

56%

57%

48%

61%

76%

75%

50%

70%

71%
47%

80%

60%

54%

57%

76%

85%

53%

72%

64%

48%

60%

49%
55%

Creating

Problem Solving

Communicating

Managing 
information

Cybersecurity

Transacting

-1pp

-10pp

-2pp

+5pp

-5pp

+3pp

-3pp

-2pp

-1pp

+7pp

-1pp

-2pp

+5pp

-2pp

+6pp

+4pp

-1pp

-4pp

-1pp

-2pp

-3pp

0pp

+1pp

-3pp

-2pp

+1pp

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 vs. 2019

For more information on the 
EDS tasks split by size, age, gender, 
turnover, region and sector of 
business, see appendices 20-25b

x

* w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/

Key 2019  n =  1,511 2021  n =  1,968

https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/
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Two-in-five businesses are not engaging with 
their customers on social media
The Creating skill shows a four-percentage point decrease 
and contains the task which has seen the single largest 
decrease within the entire skill set; 409,000 fewer businesses 
are creating and maintaining websites to sell products online 
(ten percentage point decrease). Furthermore, 164,000 
more businesses are struggling to create content to promote 
themselves online (decrease of four percentage points). 

Organisations are also less likely to engage customers via 
social media (down two percentage points), for example, 
producing captivating content to capture audience attention 
and increase brand affinity. This may be due to an increase in 
the range of digital revenue streams beyond social media – for 
example, third party sales platforms such as Etsy. However, 
looking across the wider data set, it is encouraging to see 
that 450,000 more businesses are communicating with 
suppliers and customers via social media (11-percentage 
point increase). This suggests that they are using it exclusively 
as a transactional communication tool rather than to promote 
and advertise. 

Creating and distributing engaging content online is vital 
to maintain existing and attract new consumers, and with 
businesses becoming less likely to do this, they are potentially 
closing themselves off from a vast online audience and perhaps 
limiting their opportunities for growth.

82,000 fewer businesses are collaborating online 
Across the last two years, 13% more businesses have 
shown a large increase in appetite to discover development 
opportunities for their organisation, potentially spurred on by 
the knee-jerk transition from face-to-face to online operations 
overnight during the pandemic. However elsewhere the 
data struggles to show this sentiment translating into solid 
improvements, possibly hinting at a lack of know-how and 
technical nous to implement.

There are positive indicators that businesses are integrating 
technology further into their day-to-day activities. 205,000 
more businesses are leveraging the flexibility of mobile devices 
to access information and manage stakeholder interactions 
(both increased by five percentage points). 

In large corporate environments collaboration with stakeholders 
transferred almost exclusively online (using tools such as 
Microsoft Office). However, 82,000 fewer small businesses 
are tapping into the benefits of online collaboration, and this 
remains a lucrative opportunity to enhance productivity.

More than half of businesses are missing out on 
e-commerce opportunities 
During the pandemic the importance of the digital transacting 
skillset, specifically online shopping, has grown for both 
consumers and businesses alike. 164,000 more businesses 
are now involved in e-commerce (up four-percentage points). 
This increase in online sales activity is complemented by 
246,000 more businesses (six-percentage point increase, to 
71%) leveraging the power to receive online payments via 
card, direct debit or other online methods (e.g. PayPal, Apple/
Android Pay etc.). 

Prior to the pandemic, cash had always been seen as the 
preferred method of payment, however, with health concerns 
over handling cash and the ease of contactless technology, 
more businesses are being compelled to consider the 
contactless option, notwithstanding the fees charged by 
operators. Of the Transacting skillset, it is apparent that 
businesses have focused improvements on the customer 
facing front-end rather than the logistical back-end.

This leaves a large number of businesses unable to benefit 
from digital revenue streams suggesting that, even though 
during the pandemic consumer behaviour and expectations 
have shifted, businesses have not adapted to reflect the change 
in customer needs. This is further supported by the number of 
businesses using digital banking, only increasing by 123,000 
(three-percentage points) in the last two years. 

Creating (70%) Managing information (89%)Transacting (97%) 
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* wearepurple.org.uk/the-purple-pound-infographic/

** checkpoint.com/press/2020/increase-in-remote-working-and-coronavirus-related-threats-creating-perfect-storm-of-security-challenges-for-organizations-new-survey-finds/

42% of businesses are missing out on 
productivity gains 
Problem solving is traditionally seen as one of the greatest 
weapons in a businesses’ armoury, however, given the pace of 
digital adoption data is now seen as the strongest asset. Solving 
problems is one thing, using data to solve problems is another, 
and a missed opportunity if left unutilised. The data shows that 
up to two-percentage points fewer businesses are using data 
to improve products, online performance or reduce costs and 
increase efficiency. 

The art of data science is seen as complex and costly. 
However, this doesn’t have to be the case as vast amounts of 
data can be manipulated and utilised for free, which doesn’t 
require a degree in data science. Being able to draw upon 
and utilise insight from data is becoming more accessible than 
ever before. 

An obvious benefit of using technology is to grow and increase 
revenues, however it is just as useful to drive efficiencies 
and reduce cost. Using Google Analytics for example, allows 
businesses to see which pages of their website attract the 
most traffic, implementing an efficient invoicing solution 
allows a business to increase efficiencies  for the front 
and back end and optimising business travel reduces an 
organisation's carbon footprint.

328,000 businesses are unprotected 
Overall, the Cybersecurity tasks are all relatively high compared 
to other skills but 123,000 fewer businesses have the skill 
compared to 2019 (down three-percentage points to 92%). 
Being able to do all of the Cybersecurity tasks are fundamental 
to keeping a business safe, however only half of businesses can 
do all five tasks within the skill (little improvement from 2019) 
and it only takes one incident to lose sensitive data and trust. 
Hackers are constantly evolving and using more sophisticated 
attack vectors with the advent of weapons-grade attacks. 71% 
of security professionals reported an increase in cyber-threats 
since lockdowns started**.

Backing up data and being resilient to fraud and scams 
have dropped three-percentage points. Worryingly 205,000 
fewer businesses are keeping software up to date (which 
has dropped five-percentage points). 1.2 million (30%) 
businesses are still knowingly connecting to unsecured Wi-Fi 
networks, presenting a challenge as businesses are made 
more vulnerable.

More than half of businesses are not 
inclusive online 
Through the pandemic, for most, the business landscape 
became exclusively virtual, and meant they had to be online to 
be seen and heard by customers. However, looking at the data 
123,000 fewer businesses are using online channels to entice 
customers (a three-percentage point decrease). Businesses 
are willing to engage in communication online, however that is 
where it stops as they are less willing to use online channels to 
attract customers. Perhaps there is an underlying perception of 
difficulty or a lack of understanding of online marketing.

Accessibility has recently gained more and more traction, 
being championed by large firms such as Microsoft and Apple. 
According to Scope’s research, 75% of disabled people and 
their families have walked away from a UK business due to 
a lack of inclusive design and engagement*. Businesses are 
missing out on a potential £2 billion per month. 

The EDS data shows that 2.1 million businesses (52%) are 
not ensuring that information provided online is accessible 
to everyone (in line with WCAG guidelines), however in 
the wider survey, 3.6 million businesses (89%) feel their 
websites and systems do cater to all (a seven-percentage 
point improvement). There is a clear disconnect here and it 
is imperative that accessibility becomes the norm rather than 
the exception. 

Problem solving (68%) Cybersecurity (92%)Communicating (91%)

https://wearepurple.org.uk/the-purple-pound-infographic/
https://www.checkpoint.com/press/2020/increase-in-remote-working-and-coronavirus-related-threats-creating-perfect-storm-of-security-challenges-for-organizations-new-survey-finds/
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Transacting is the most highly acquired 
skill (97%) meaning almost all 
businesses can do one thing. However, 
it is the skill that the least amount of 
businesses can do everything in. 

Figure 11. Proportion of small businesses with one or all tasks 
within the six Essential Digital Skills, 2019 and 2021

Key

  One task in the skill

  All tasks in the skills

  2019      n = 1,511

  2021      n = 1,968
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35%
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Most businesses can do one thing well
Overall, it is encouraging to see the majority of 
businesses are able to do a minimum of one thing 
in each of the six essential skills (see dotted line on 
figure 11). 

Conversely, there are significantly less businesses 
who can perform the entirety of each skillset (solid 
line), demonstrating a severe lack of depth in skill.

Given the pace of technological change, this will 
continue to exacerbate the disparity in the data, and 
the mountain to climb will only become steeper.

Across the last two years, the average total number 
of skills a business can do has decreased from 17.3 
to 17.1, suggesting businesses are under pressure 
due to the pandemic and are focusing on what they 
know and what they need to do to survive, rather 
than broadening their horizons and capability. 

82,000
(2%) of businesses 
are disconnected 

from the online world 
(cannot perform 
any digital tasks)

287,000
(7%) of businesses 

can do all  
26 essential  
digital tasks 
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Figure 12. ‘What is the main business benefit to you as an organisation of being online?’, 2021

Wider geographic coverage/customer exposure in the UK
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Please note:  
Where possible for 2021 
‘Other’ responses have been 
incorporated with existing 
responses to provide a fuller 
picture of the data. This data 
should not be compared to  
earlier report publications.
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Some ‘Other’ 
responses included:

‘ We can’t operate 
without the Internet’

‘ We would be pushed 
out of the industry  
if we were not online’ 

‘ We could not survive 
without it’

x

Customer reach is the main benefit 
for businesses
Accessing a wider geographic coverage and 
customer exposure is the overwhelming main 
benefit for businesses (23%) (figure 12). When 
lockdown struck in 2020 and businesses – and their 
customers – were unable to leave their homes, this 
provided many with the opportunity to grow their 
addressable audience across the UK. 

With 87% of consumers now shopping online*, and 
November 2021 ONS data showing that Internet 
sales accounted for 30% of total retail sales in the 
UK**, there is a huge opportunity for businesses to 
seize online. 

More efficient back-office systems (16%) and 
better service experience for customers (13%) 
were the other top main business benefits, 
suggesting that businesses are really seeing the 
value in slick processes and infrastructure, in 
turn helping them to save time and money, and 
therefore resulting in a better interaction for their 
end users.

The verbatim responses also illustrate businesses 
are increasingly taking advantage of the flexibility 
as a result of working across multiple devices, 
anytime, anywhere, (‘I can work any time of day’, 
‘I can work from anywhere’). This allows business 
owners to reduce office overheads and travel costs, 
something which has been particularly important 
given the varying guidance during the pandemic. 

However, figure 12 shows that 450,000 businesses 
(11%) still do not see any benefit to their 
organisation being online. Whether this is down to 
perception or reality, more can be done to support 
these businesses to realise the benefits not only for 
themselves, but also their customers. 

Highly digital small businesses 
are almost twice as likely to have 
increasing turnovers
This year, the data shows that only one-third of 
businesses (35%) have found trading online to 
be more cost effective and more than half (58%) 
have not (appendix 26). However, the report shows 
for those businesses who are embracing digital 
(with high digital capability), they are almost twice 
as likely to have reported an increase in turnover 
than those with low digital skills, demonstrating a 
strong correlation between potential profitability 
and operating online (appendix 27), another 
benefit not to be overlooked.

* statista.com/topics/2333/e-commerce-in-the-united-kingdom/#dossierKeyfigures
** ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/timeseries/j4mc/drsi

https://www.statista.com/topics/2333/e-commerce-in-the-united-kingdom/#dossierKeyfigures
https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/timeseries/j4mc/drsi
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Seeing the joy and positivity that glitter 
brought to her beauty clients, Toni founded 
Glamavan to bring sparkle to parties and events. 

Offering a mobile service for pamper parties 
and eco-friendly glitter bar hire for weddings, 
events, and festivals, Glamavan also launched 
their own brand of biodegradable glitter in  
eco-friendly packaging.

As the pandemic hit in 2020, Toni quickly pivoted 
her business. Her face-to-face services completely 
stopped overnight, and she had to adapt. Using a 
network of other small businesses to bounce ideas 
around with, Toni set up her first Virtual Pamper 
Parties. With a website already up and running 
for glitter sales, the next step was automating 
as much of the Virtual Pamper Party booking 
process as possible, from reservations to delivering 
pamper packages direct to customer’s doors. 
The restrictions and guidelines in place for much 
of 2020 and 2021 meant the virtual route was an 
absolute necessity for Toni’s business, but it also 
proved to be a very beneficial one too. 

Based in Bedford, Toni had been working locally 
pre-pandemic, but the new Virtual Pamper 
Parties meant she could now host parties 
anywhere. From local events to national ones, 
Toni was able to provide parties everywhere in 
the UK via Zoom. Now, Toni is running a blend 
of virtual and face-to-face parties. She has 
broadened her demographic and increased 
her brand awareness to a wider customer base, 
thanks to technology. 

Toni was excited to finally be able to host face-
to-face events again but given the success of 
her virtual parties, she intends to carry on with a 

hybrid approach. As well as being able to reach 
more customers, she has also found that the 
virtual word of mouth has been most powerful. 
Through her virtual parties, she has seen a 
greater increase in leads and enquiries, boosting 
her customer base and marketing abilities.  

And the pampering will soon be worldwide. 
Toni is working with an agency to help create a 
Glamavan franchise with the intention of going 
global. Initially prioritising South Africa, Australia 

and America, Toni will also be increasing her 
brand reach outside of the UK.   

With Toni doing everything herself, from hosting 
the parties to running the business, and with 
increased demand for services, she decided 
it was time to grow the Glamavan team. The 
Kickstart Scheme provided funding allowing 
Toni to hire two part-time interns for six months. 
With her new team she was able to put more 
focus on the business’ social media and content 
strategy, as well as having more hands to help 
with packing and shipping orders. 

At the same time as growing her business, Toni 
has also grown her family too. Digital has been 
vital in helping her to juggle the glitter and the 
new parent responsibilities. The flexibility to work 
around her family’s schedule, working anytime, 
anywhere, has been a fundamental benefit. 

The future is full of sparkle for Glamavan.

“ It’s just me, myself and I, so 
streamlining everything was 
important to make it as easy 
as possible for my customers 
and me.”

Toni Cassidy

Glamavan
   glamavan.com

   @glamavanglitter

“ Even though virtual pamper 
parties were an initial short-term 
plan, I now couldn’t imagine 
running my business without 
them, and they have become a 
core strand of my business.”

“ It was a whole new world 
for me to navigate, but I’ve 
grown my customer base right 
across the UK, from Inverness 
to Plymouth.”
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https://www.glamavan.com/
https://www.instagram.com/GlamavanGlitter/
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The accommodation and 
foodservices sector is the most likely 
to believe they have digitised the 
back-office as much as they can 
(appendix 31)

¢

Figure 13. ‘Why is it important to your business to invest in digital technology?’ 
(Based on 657 verbatim responses), 2021

The businesses most likely to not be investing in digital in the next 12 months are:  
(see appendix 32 for more information)

More established 
businesses  
(five to nine years, 
70% and ten years 
plus, 69%)

Female 
business owners  
(72%)

Construction (74%), 
Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fishing and 
Transportation and 
Storage (both 73%)

Sole traders  
(76%)

Those in East  
of England and  
the North West 
(71%)

To become more efficient 
and cost effective

Increase sales 
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As tech 
moves on 
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getting faster

My work is  
done digitally 

anyway, I offer 
a digital service

Getting away 
from paper 
is the most 
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It is clearer and 
easier to access 

information and not 
so much paperwork

It saves 
us time

Time and 
efficiency

Time 
saving

Just easier, it’s more time efficient and frees up more time It simplifies things

To keep us competitive and at the front of what we are trying to achieveGreater sales

To bring in more business Time and money Reach more customers

2.7 million businesses not investing  
in digital
The Lloyds Bank 2020 Transformation with Tech 
report*, found that 52% of businesses were 
encouraged to spend and invest in tech due 
to Covid-19. The recent data shows that only 
one-third of businesses (33%) stated they were 
intending to invest in digital in the next 12 months 
(appendix 28), implying some businesses now 
think they have done all they can, or aspirations for 
online presences are waning as the UK hopefully 
emerges out of the pandemic.

Those who are planning to invest are largely 
those with high digital capability, who are more 
than twice as likely to say they will invest than 
businesses with low digital skills (appendix 29).

The areas businesses are planning to invest in are:
+ Digital marketing – 66%

T Creativity and efficiency – 66%

è Website and Internet trading capabilities – 62%

¶ CRM systems – 41%

d Finance and accounting – 35%

² HR/personnel and payroll management – 21% 

À Other – 17%
(Other responses include: Hardware and digital infrastructure 
(new/updating), booking systems, and social media.)

For those who are not intending to invest, time is 
one of the biggest barriers (39%) to exploring more 
technological solutions and 49% share that funding 
is also part of the challenge (see appendix 30).

Half of businesses still need to innovate 
the back office
It is perhaps unsurprising to see that two-thirds of 
businesses are prioritising digital marketing and 
skills that will drive creativity and efficiency, as 
businesses see creating a wider UK reach as the 
greatest benefit of being online (page 22), and 
these tools will enable them in achieving that goal. 
Further down the list are more back office related 
tasks, such as CRM systems, that could really help 
to improve the overall efficiencies in the business. 

48% of businesses think they have gone as far as 
they can to digitise their back-office functions, whilst 
the other half (48%) acknowledge there is still 
some way to go (appendix 26). Given the flexibility 
and time saving benefits that come hand-in-hand 
with back-office transformation, it’s encouraging to 
see that half of businesses realise there is more to 
be gained, however clearer incentives and funding 
packages for businesses who do not intend to do 
anymore, could go a long way.

* lloydsbank.com/assets/resource-centre/pdf/2020_transformation_with_tech_report.pdf

https://www.lloydsbank.com/assets/resource-centre/pdf/2020_transformation_with_tech_report.pdf
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Have low 
digital capability 
(54%)

Are sole 
traders (51%)

Have been  
operating 
for four years 
or less  
(46%) 

Are female-led 
or owned  
(53%) 

Are from  
East of England,  
East Midlands  
or Wales  
(48% each) 

Have turnover 
less than 
£1 million (45%) Manufacturing (32%) 

Accommodation/ 
Foodservice (34%)**

Construction (34%) 
Accommodation/ 
Foodservice (15%)**

Administrative and 
Support Services (16%)

Arts and Recreation 
(19%) **

One-quarter of businesses are not 
prioritising digital development 
The 2019 Business Digital Index* reported 
businesses lacking Essential Digital Skills were 
2.5 times more likely to close in the next two years 
than those with all six skills, and not knowing a 
pandemic was just around the corner could mean 
many of those businesses were unable to survive. 
This year’s Index shows 26% of businesses are 
not developing digitally at all, rising to 56% for 
those with low digital capability (see appendices 
33-34). Understanding and supporting this group 
to prioritise and adopt technology is vital, although 
the challenges of the last few years are not to be 
underestimated, and survival has been the top 
priority for every business.

The three sectors most likely to not prioritise 
digital at all are:

See appendix 35 for more information.

Time and funding are the biggest 
challenges
Adopting digital comes at a cost, and spending 
time to investigate, understand, embed, and upskill 
in new technology is a challenge. Almost half of 
businesses (48%) stated time is the biggest barrier 
to them exploring more technology solutions 
(appendix 26). Making time will save time in the long 
term for businesses, and reiterates how important it 
is for organisations to have the headspace to explore 
opportunities that will help to improve the business. 

Time is not the only challenge. 44% do not have 
the funding needed to make their business more 
digital. Consequently, 1.8 million businesses are not 
able to invest in the digital tools and software that 
can make a fundamental difference. 

Those most likely to lack the funding to digitise 
their business:

See appendix 36 for more information.

Driven to digital 
57% of businesses are using technology through 
necessity rather than choice (appendix 26). 
Throughout lockdowns and varying restrictions 
since March 2020, businesses have had to adopt 
new working practices and adjust their operating 
models to meet their evolving customer needs in 
a virtual world. 61% also said that they intended 
to continue new habits they developed during the 
Covid-19 pandemic. One habit likely to stick is that 
of increased mobile use. 3.2 million businesses 
(77%) think that having a mobile is crucial to 
the success of their organisation, an increase of 
15 percentage points since 2019 (appendix 37). 

Overall, this could suggest that digital and 
technology are truly being recognised as vital 
components of a businesses operating model, 
rather than separate optional skills. 

Businesses are using a blend of internal 
and external resource for their digital 
development 
In 2018, 47% of businesses were solely relying on 
their internal team to drive digital channels and were 
not seeking external help (only 13% were using 
additional external support) (appendix 33). There 
has been a clear transition, as half of businesses 
(50%) are now leveraging external sources to their 
advantage, on top of their own expertise. 

This willingness to seek support indicates a greater 
prioritisation of digital across the organisation, 
which in turn, will unlock more opportunities.

In 2021 only 10% of businesses were exclusively 
seeking external support for their digital journey,  
implying that leaders recognise the importance  
of having a blend of internal digital skills and 
external expertise. 

The sectors most likely to use internal resource 
and not seek external support for their digital 
development are:

See appendix 35 for more information.

* lloydsbank.com/assets/resource-centre/pdf/business_digital_index_2019.pdf
** Care to be taken when referring to these data points, as the sample size for the sector is between 70-99 respondents

https://www.lloydsbank.com/assets/resource-centre/pdf/business_digital_index_2019.pdf
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Whilst having the right software and solutions is important, having the confidence and 
capability needed to implement and successfully drive digital transformation remains a 
barrier for some businesses. 

Harmony Hills, a serviced accommodation and 
holiday let business on the East Kent Coast, was 
born out of lockdown.

 As Karim was setting up his business, he invested 
in ‘serviced accommodation and property 
development’ training to grow his skills in the 
field. The learning gave Karim the confidence to 
implement a channel management system, which 
enables him to manage bookings from several 
platforms alongside direct bookings, into a single 
calendar. This has meant the business can be 
advertised across multiple platforms with zero risk 
of double booking, enabling the day-to-day running 
to become more efficient.

Karim ensures the staff he hires are up to speed 
and comfortable with how to use the technology, 
as processes such as cleaning schedules are 
automated and accessed via an app.

The platforms provide rich data, helping Karim to 
identify when there are likely to be quiet periods 
during the year and therefore when to invest in 
additional marketing to boost bookings. He knows 
the majority of guests come from East London and 
as a result, social media posts are tailored to this 
customer base, selling the beautiful Kent coastline.

 

Although Covid-19 has encouraged locals 
to holiday in the UK, the business has had to 
tackle ongoing challenges, such as last-minute 
cancellations due to lockdowns or isolation. Karim 
uses his social media platforms and advertising 
content to build trust and confidence in his brand, 
helping holiday goers to feel safe and at ease when 
using Harmony Hills.

“ The more I invest and take 
advantage of the latest 
technologies, the easier it has 
become to scale my business”

“ I have been really focused 
on putting the right 
infrastructure in place from 
the start, to help streamline 
and automate my business”

More businesses 
have the tech 
they need to 
digitise their 
business

And one-quarter 
of businesses lack 
the knowledge 
and expertise 
needed

Yet a confidence 
boost is needed 
for one-in-five 
businesses

Two-thirds (68%) 
have access to the 

technology they 
need to make their 

business more digital 
(up six percentage 
points from 2019)

One-in-five (19%) 
still aren’t sure if they 

have the tech they 
need (21% in 2019)

Whereas for 59% 
their confidence is 

steadfast in leading 
their organisation 

to success (up four 
percentage points 

since 2019)

12% don’t have 
access to the tech 

they need (this 
has improved from 

16% in 2019)

One-third of businesses 
(32%) don’t know or 

aren’t sure on where to 
access information on 

how they can help their 
business with tech

However, one-quarter of 
businesses don’t (despite 

a five-percentage point 
improvement since 2019)

Over half of businesses 
(54%) believe they have 

the knowledge and 
experience needed to 

make their business more 
digital (up 12 percentage 

points since 2019)

Two-in-five 
businesses (41%) 

remain unconfident 
in leading their 

organisation in a 
digital world (45% 

in 2019)

Karim Mezeli 

Harmony Hills
   harmonyhills.co.uk

   @harmony_hills_accommodation

https://www.harmonyhills.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/harmony_hills_accommodation/
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Sole traders

Figure 14. ‘For which of the following purposes, if any, does your business use any form of digital 
channels’, split by sole traders, 2014 versus 2021
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95% of sole traders are losing time 
and turnover
In 2021, the number of sole traders with high digital 
capability has more than doubled since 2014, 
showing positive progress, however 22% of sole 
traders still have low digital capability (appendix 38) 
– an improvement from 68% in 2014.

Closing this digital skills gap and ensuring all sole 
traders have high digital capability could equate  
to an additional £24 billion for the UK economy,  
or £23,000 per sole trader.

47% of sole traders have Essential Digital Skills 
(appendix 19). The majority (53%) struggle with 
tasks that are deemed essential for their business. 
Sole traders must balance the responsibilities of 
CEO, customer service, marketing and accounting 
day-in, day-out, so finding the time and willingness 
to prioritise tech upskilling can be a challenge.  
Only 5%  of sole traders have the full set of Essential 
Digital Skills – as such, 95% are losing both time 
and turnover (appendix 39).

Compared to 2014, progress can be seen in a few 
fundamental business operation areas, but there 
is still opportunity for greater adoption. One area 
of importance is online accountancy software. 
Currently, just under half (45%) are using this (see 
figure 14). This has quadrupled since 2014 (11%), 
but still shows 55% are missing out on productivity 
gains by not being able to manage and access their 
accounts anytime, anywhere. 57% are also failing 
to embrace digital training tools (93% in 2014), 
which could mean they are missing out on free 
support for their business and the opportunity to 

grow their competitive advantage. 79% are using 
government services to complete activities such 
as online VAT tax returns (+31 percentage points 
since 2014). 

Social media struggles
Using the Internet to solve problems and using 
creative digital tools are areas of opportunity for 
leveraging and taking advantage of social media 
(appendix 20). 61% are communicating to their 
customers using social channels, significantly fewer 
than the proportion using email (90%) (figure 14).  
This perhaps suggests that sole traders are focusing 
on their existing customer base, as under half 
(49%) are using online channels to attract new 
customers and service users (appendix 20). 

Traditionally the first steps taken by a business to 
trade online are to build a website and consider 
e-commerce platforms. Over the last seven years, 
Facebook and Facebook Marketplace have also 
been a key consideration. The number of sole 
traders with a Facebook page has trebled since 
2014. Websites have also increased by 50% 
(appendix 40). 

Since 2014, the social media routes to market have 
really diversified, and the reliance on a website has 
decreased. There are many more platforms geared 
towards finding new business opportunities such 
as LinkedIn and Instagram. On the former, one-
quarter (26%) of sole traders are taking advantage 
of targeting and networking with a professional 
audience, which could open more doors, faster. 
However, only one-in-five (19%) sole traders 
maintain a profile on Instagram, typically targeted 
towards a younger audience*. 

* statista.com/statistics/325587/instagram-global-age-group/

https://www.statista.com/statistics/325587/instagram-global-age-group/
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Instagram functionality also offers a sales and 
marketing platform and customer service point 
of contact and is an example of how businesses 
can achieve multiple goals through one channel. 
The youngest audiences veer towards newer 
platforms such as Snapchat and Pinterest, of 
which sole traders are using even less (12%). 
This suggests sole traders are missing out on 
the opportunity to build relationships with the 
youngest demographics.

Getting more from mobile 
The single most powerful tool in a sole trader’s 
arsenal is perhaps the smartphone; 80% use it to 
manage information such as emails (appendix 
20). However, they could be tapping into more 
of its potential. 35% of sole traders are not using 
their mobile to run their business on the move 
(appendix 41) and less than half (46%) are using 
the cloud to store data and access information 
across multiple devices (appendix 20). This is a 
huge opportunity as they may already have all 
the technology they need in their pockets, it’s 
just knowing how to make the most of it.

The bottom line 
Sole traders have a keen eye on the bottom 
line. It’s worth considering in the last two years, 
businesses have had a lot to contend with, such 
as preparations for Brexit and the Covid-19 
pandemic. In 2021, 57% have seen a decrease 
in turnover, which could be attributed to these 
factors knocking business confidence, further 
compounding nervousness in a perceived risk 
with digital investment (appendix 42).  

However, sole traders with high digital capability 
are twice as likely to have increased their 
turnover in the last 12 months, compared to 
those with low digital capability (appendix 43), 
demonstrating the tangible benefits of digital to 
the back pocket.  

The Lloyds Bank 2020 Transformation with  
Tech report (page 22)* found that 52% of the 
UK’s smallest businesses were encouraged to 
spend and invest in tech due to the pandemic, 
however this year’s Index finds that only 24% of 
sole traders are likely to invest in digital in the 
next 12 months (appendix 44).

44% of sole traders aren't confident that they 
can lead their organisation to success (appendix 
45) and 43% do not feel they have enough time 
to explore new tech solutions (appendix 46).
Funding is also a factor – 51% do not have the 
funding to digitise their business, though where 
there are appropriate low cost or free digital 
tools, high adoption can be seen, for example, 
Internet Banking (87%) (figure 14). The data also 
indicates that sole traders are most likely to not 
have access to the technology to digitise their 
organisation (35%) and 36% do not know where 
to access support and guidance to make their 
organisation more digital (appendix 45).

Nat Yates

Northern Sky 
Design

   northernskydesign.co.uk

   @northernskydesign

Nat turned her passion into her business, setting 
up ‘Northern Sky Design’, which creates delicate 
glass pieces and landscape artwork in the North 
East. She works with local shops and galleries 
to sell exclusive pieces in-store, as well as online 
through her website and social channels. 

Nat created her website using WordPress, 
however, knowing the importance of a seamless 
mobile experience, she sought help from a web 
designer friend on mobile configuration and taking 
online payments. 

During the pandemic, Nat created a range of glass 
rainbows with all profits going to the Trussell Trust. 
For Nat, it was an opportunity to help others and 
do something positive that helped her brand really 
take off. 

With her social media following increasing and 
customer base growing, Nat used digital tools to 
help her stay efficient as her business grew. Using 
a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 
tool, Nat keeps her customers up to date with the 

latest offers, products and discounts. She has also 
used it to analyse her customer base, ensuring 
any targeted marketing through Instagram and 
Facebook reaches the right audience, and is 
expanding her following through competitions 
and promotions.

Whilst having an in-store presence has been 
helpful, Nat’s online presence is vital, and the 
positive impact has come from the efficiencies 
behind the scenes through digital tools. Whilst 
being in stores allows Nat to receive feedback 
on her products from shop owners, being online 
has driven up to 50% higher profit margins and a 
wider customer base.

“ Digital is the future – not just 
to help me sell my products 
online but also for how I run 
the business”

* lloydsbank.com/assets/resource-centre/pdf/2020_transformation_with_tech_report.pdf

Northern 
Sky 
Design

https://www.northernskydesign.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/northernskydesign/
https://www.lloydsbank.com/assets/resource-centre/pdf/2020_transformation_with_tech_report.pdf
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Sole traders

Can earn up to

£40k
extra per year

Small Businesses

Could unlock up to

£158bn
in turnover

Significant users of social media are 50% 
more likely to increase their turnover
The Business Digital Index helps to emphasise 
that social media usage is linked to profitability. 
For businesses who are significant social media 
users, 21% saw an increase in turnover in the last 
12 months compared to 14% of those who are 
not using it at all (appendix 47). 

The social media platform that businesses stand 
to gain the most from is Instagram. If all small 
businesses were to adopt Instagram, they could 
potentially unlock up to an additional £158 billion 
in turnover . Sole traders are least likely to use 
this platform (81% are not using it, see appendix 
48), and by comparison, a sole trader that uses 
Instagram, can earn up to £40,000 extra per year, 
a large uplift when considering the yearly average 
sole trader turnover is £84,000.

Almost 25% more of businesses are now 
interacting with their customer base on 
social media 
Attracting consumer attention is increasingly 
important – and competitive. Social media 
presents an array of opportunity, bringing together 
4.5 billion people or 57% of the world’s population*. 
The clear advantage of social media is the size of 
the audience, which is almost 67 times greater 
than the UK population**. 

The report evidences that when communicating 
with suppliers and customers, email continues to 
be the preference (92%), however this remains 
the same as 2019 (figure 8a). Two-thirds (65%) 
are using social media to interact with business 
queries, however this has increased by 23% (from 
53%) in the last two years, showing businesses’ 
growing engagement with their audiences and 
increasing appetite to interact via social networks.  

Using their online channels to attract business on 
the other hand, continues to be a challenge. Only 
56% are using their platforms to attract customers 
and service users, which has decreased by three 
percentage points since 2019 (figure 10). 

Overall, this demonstrates more confidence in 
communicating with existing customer bases, 
however when trying to appeal to new audiences 
via digital channels, this is an area for development.

Businesses who are most likely to not use social 
media at all (compared to those who are least 
likely to not use social media at all) are:

See appendix 49 for more information.

Digital marketing is a top priority
Those who are significant users of social media 
are more than twice as likely to invest in digital 
technology, than non-users (38% vs 15%) in the 
coming year (appendix 50).

Regardless of social media use, when asked 
specifically about what businesses were planning 
to invest in, in the next 12 months, digital 
marketing was the top priority for two-thirds 
(66%) of businesses planning to invest, as well as 
creativity and efficiency (see page 24).  

Social media is a key pillar of any digital marketing 
strategy, and the interactivity can help to build 
a lasting brand relationship with a businesses’ 
customer base, so it is encouraging to see 
businesses motivation to invest and upskill  
in this area. 

* backlinko.com/social-media-users
** ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates

Males: 
20%
Compared to females: 14%

Older business of 10 years+: 
19%
Compared to those three to  
four-years-old: 14%

Yorkshire and the Humber: 
22%
Compared to Wales: 15%

Sole traders: 
24%
Compared to the larger business  
of 10 to 249 employees: 6%

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing: 
34%
Compared to Arts and Recreation: 10%

https://backlinko.com/social-media-users
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates
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Figure 15. Small business social media use, 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2021

2019  n = 1,481 2021  n = 1,949Key

11%11%12%

35%

50%

63%

27%

13%

21%

39%

56%

68%

10%

18%

25%

47%

58%

67%

+7pp +16pp +17pp +17pp +11pp +1pp

12%

22%

29%

51%

67%
69%

2018  n = 1,4842017  n = 1,475 pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus 2017

Instagram usage has doubled since 
2017, but four-fifths are still missing out
Over the past fifteen years, social media has 
revolutionised communication in ways that many 
could not have imagined. With growing changes 
in AI, e-commerce and the metaverse, the pace of 
change and innovation is not slowing. Social media 
is now the shopfront, rather than a novelty, and a 
website without a coherent social media strategy 
to drive engagement, is like finding a needle in 
a haystack amongst the estimated 1.9 billion* 
websites globally.

The leading social media platform continues to be 
Facebook (67%), now only two-percentage points 
behind a website (see figure 15). Since 2017, the 
biggest leaps seen are for Twitter and LinkedIn 
(17-percentage points increase), perhaps due to 
the more distinguished purposes of each site. The 
use of Instagram has doubled during this time, 
however only one-fifth (22%) of businesses are 
utilising this platform, and it continues to be one 
of the more untapped forms of social media, as do 
other sites such as Snapchat and Pinterest (12%). 
These forms of social networking are all typically 
used by younger age groups** and provide access 
to a key demographic that small businesses could 
be making more of. 

* internetlivestats.com/total-number-of-websites/

** avocadosocial.com/the-uk-social-media-statistics-for-2021/

Organisation 
website

Organisation 
Facebook page

Organisation 
Twitter account

LinkedIn Instagram Other social networking 
(e.g. Snapchat, Pinterest, 

Tumblr, Vine, Google+ etc)

https://www.internetlivestats.com/total-number-of-websites/
https://www.avocadosocial.com/the-uk-social-media-statistics-for-2021/
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With 70% of bookings taken through social media, 
Sophie Carter attributes a lot of her businesses’ 
success to her digital front-door. Set up in August 
2020, Glam-Iris in Leigh-on-Sea was created 
after Sophie used the first lockdown to draw up a 
business plan. Seeing an empty property, in a high-
traffic, high-footfall area, Sophie took a leap of faith 
to start out on her own. 

In such a visual and creative industry, Sophie 
recognises the use of visual social media to attract 
and engage with existing and potential new clients. 
New customers have recently found Glam-Iris by 
searching for hashtags on Instagram; it has really 
helped to get her business out there.

There are downsides to digital – “It isn’t helping me 
save time right now. I take time to thoroughly reply 
to people, engage with posts and build my social 
community. I also end up replying and booking 
people in out of hours. However, customers are 
grateful for the warm, friendly experience and it 
allows me to connect with more people and lock 
down their bookings.”

The ability to test-and-learn is helpful too. 
Instagram really works for us, and we have just 
started to experiment with TikTok, getting the  
rest of the team involved”. 

Sophie has recently invested in Fresha, a beauty 
and salon-specific search tool. Due to the ease of 
the platform, Sophie is looking ahead to expanding 
the business – “there are features I haven’t 
looked at yet such as an online product shop and 
e-vouchers which could help grow and establish the 
salon even further”. 

Wix.com has been helpful for creating the core 
website, providing a place for customers to see 
all the information and portfolio in one go. Sophie 
sporadically uses the back-end analytics, but 
normally waits for notifications, given so much 
traffic is through social media.

Sophie’s advice to new businesses is to really think 
about the business strategy such as how to be 
more cost-effective. She is excited about the future: 
“Next, I’d love to go more into the training side of 
things, offering courses for people in the area and 
to keep building my skills”. 

“ My social media platforms are 
my online portfolio. Potential 
customers search for services 
we provide and can see our 
work and our reviews before 
they book”

Sophie Carter

Glam-Iris Hair 
& Beauty

   glam-iris.co.uk

   @glam_iris_hairsalon

https://www.glam-iris.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/glam_iris_hairsalon/
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Recognise how brilliant UK businesses are 
In the last two years in particular, small businesses have overcome 
adversity to get to where they are today. Their entrepreneurial 
spirit has proved itself time and time again; and when it comes to 
skills and digital transformation, small businesses everywhere have 
been forging their own paths forward. Industry, trade bodies, local 
networks and UK government must collaborate to enable:

•  Access to clear, impartial and timely information, to help them 
identify the right technology and digital activity which will help 
them to meet their business goals

• Confidence in their own abilities to be flexible, learn and adapt 

•  Capability to get the most from technology and the ability to 
select and use key technologies to their advantage 

•  Opportunity – being exposed to products and services that 
can genuinely support them in a way that meets their budget 
and priorities

•  Incentive – often time and cash-flow poor businesses can be 
incentivised by free support, seed funding and discounted 
technology, if outcome-focused 

•  Inclusivity – every business owner deserves to be represented 
and catered for, irrespective of their personal characteristics or 
their business sector and size 

•  Financial Wellbeing and Resilience – business owners can optimise 
technology to allow them to focus on their core business

Prioritise sole traders as an 
overlooked group
Sole traders are time poor and need 
easily accessible funding, advice 
and support. Whilst often they are 
thought of as businesses, they are 
also fundamentally people. The 
Lloyds Bank Essential Digital Skills 
report found that 11.8 million people 
need digital help in the workforce.

Therefore, it's no surprise that the skills 
required to run an organisation in an 
increasingly digital economy are also 
a challenge. This is a holistic challenge 
and a joined-up approach is crucial.  

Regional resources and 
free support are available 
everywhere – local support 
to help navigate is vital
There is no shortage of materials and 
support available, however clarity on 
which solutions meet their businesses’ 
problems and opportunities remains 
the stumbling block. The report shows 
76% of sole traders do not intend 
to invest in tech in the coming year. 
Whilst this is alarming given the scale 
of opportunity, numerous high-quality 
services are free. Key tools such as 
Instagram for example, are providing 
an average £40,000 turnover uplift to 
sole traders, and is free to access, as 
are other e-commerce and community 
management tools.

It is for local government, business 
networks and libraries to continue 
to profile quality provision, direct to 
trusted partners and create a locally 
focused front door to digital.

Cybersecurity and fraud 
prevention mechanisms must 
remain a priority 
In the last two years, online 
transactions and e-commerce 
has increased significantly. Whilst 
service providers are putting robust 
authentication and fraud prevention 
measures in place, it is vital that 
consumers and business owners are 
well-equipped in this area. 

Since 2019, capabilities have dipped 
and only two million businesses (50%) 
can do all of the cybersecurity tasks 
required to protect their business. In 
previous years this skill has seen huge 
leaps in confidence and capability, and 
it is essential to capitalise on this and 
maintain momentum. 
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Partner quotes

‘‘ The pandemic has forced businesses to adapt and 
overcome new and unexpected challenges, with 
digital adoption and transformation being key to  
the survival for many SMEs across West 
Yorkshire.  We have seen SMEs make significant 
progress, however, there is still more work to 
be done. Within some businesses, productivity 
remains low and the number of SMEs without 
the requisite skills still remains too high. It is 
crucial we take national action to inspire and 
support all SMEs to realise the true benefits of a 
digital transformation and provide the reason to 
change that business leaders need to thrive.’’
Mandy Ridyard and Bill Jones
Co-chairs
WYCA Local Digital Skills 
Partnership

‘‘ The pandemic has accelerated the need for  
digital skills adoption across the UK, and many 
businesses have needed to adapt at pace to  
match the behaviours of their customer base.  
This hasn’t required full scale transformation but 
more the application of core essential skills, and  
this still today remains the fundamental need  
for a large majority of the small and micro-SMEs,  
and this needs to be a continued focus of 
 support for 2022.’’
Xav Anderson
Digital Skills Director
Clockwork City Ltd

‘‘ 
Britain’s SMEs have had to endure a tumultuous two years, but it’s a challenge they 
have met head on – contributing to a thriving community that has seen many new 
categories being created. At the heart of that growth is a reliance on technology, and 
the increased need for digital skills – which makes our commitment to upskilling small 
businesses even more important this year. 

       Our own Vodafone initiatives have seen great progress with business.connected 
supporting over 65,000 small businesses so far, with a target of reaching 150,000 by 
mid-2022, whilst the V-Hub by Vodafone digital support website also continues to 
be a fantastic place for SME’s to visit, learn and advance their digital skills, to better 
navigate the digital business environment.’’Andrew Stevens
Head of Small Business
Vodafone UK

‘‘ Data is always the essential starting point and this report 
continues to be an essential starting point to ensure  
all UK businesses have the digital capability and 
infrastructure needed not just to survive but to grow  
and thrive. I’m delighted to see the huge 
improvements over the last seven years. It is now 
vital, as the report suggests, to focus on ‘closing 
the final gap’, removing barriers and creating 
accessible and affordable ways for all companies to 
use digital to drive their company’s growth.’’
Debbie Forster
CEO
Tech Talent Charter

‘‘ Small businesses have been forced to rethink 
their approach to digitising their processes 
like never before. At UpSkill Digital we’ve 
seen the confidence level of small business 
owners to invest in, embrace, and train on 
technology – grow faster than ever. However, 
76% of sole traders are not intending to invest 
in technology and 36% do not know where to 
access support. This is really worrying as we 
know the support is out there but there needs 
to be more visibility of these programmes. 
Now is a critical time to provide access to 
programmes that support this. We're excited 
by what the future holds.’’
Gori Yahaya
CEO and Founder
UpSkill Digital

‘‘ As we inch closer to a post-pandemic recovery, 
small businesses across the UK remain 
vulnerable to the triple-threat of labour 
shortages, supply chain issues and an ongoing 
energy crisis. In the face of these threats, it 
fills me with hope to see an increasing number 
of businesses finding new opportunities as a 
result of investments in digital technologies and 
skills. Be it efficiency savings and the security 
benefits from online banking, or the use of 
digital platforms to reach global audiences, the 
businesses that seek digital opportunities are 
the ones that will be best placed to succeed.’’
Rich Ellis
Small, Medium and  
Corporate Business Lead 
Microsoft UK

‘‘ The Business Digital Index is a hugely 
important piece of work that shows 
just how much small businesses’  
have accelerated their use of tech 
over the past number of years.  
The Index gives us a clear picture  
of the shift in mindset amongst 
small business leaders and why they 
are increasingly turning to tech.  
Importantly, it highlights the need 
to build on this momentum, so that 
business of all sizes can leverage  
the enormous benefits of 
digitisation.’’
Anthony Impey MBE
CEO
Be the Business
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7Join the conversation: 
 £  The report and other content can be 

found online:  
lloydsbank.com/businessdigitalindex

õ  Please refer to our website for appendices, 
national and regional data and helpful 
links and resources

a  Please get in touch at:  
DigitalSkillsInclusion@lloydsbanking.com

y  For more information on the  
Lloyds Bank Academy please visit:  
lloydsbankacademy.co.uk

  Join the conversation: 
#BusinessDigitalIndex
#EssentialDigitalSkills
@LloydsBankNews 

Please contact us if you would like this 
information in an alternative format 
such as Braille, large print or audio CD. 
Great care has been taken to ensure that the information 
used here cannot be in any way traced to a specific individual.  
This report has used aggregated data across social and 
demographic groups to highlight the trends and insights that will 
help consumers, charities and UK Government to understand 
more about our nation’s digital and financial inclusion landscape. 

Lloyds Banking Group is a financial services group that 
incorporates a number of brands including Lloyds Bank. 
More information on Lloyds Banking Group can be found 
at lloydsbankinggroup.com.

Important information

Whilst Lloyds Bank has exercised reasonable care in preparing this 
document and any views or information expressed or presented  
are based on sources it believes to be accurate and reliable,  
no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as 
to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information 
contained herein. This material has been prepared for information 
purposes only and Lloyds Bank, its directors, officers and 
employees are not responsible for any consequences arising from 
any reliance upon such information. 

Lloyds Bank plc Registered Office: 25 Gresham Street, 
London EC2V 7HN. Registered in England and Wales no. 2065.  
Telephone: 0207 626 1500. 

Issue date: February 2022
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Business Digital Index Score and segmentation 

Appendix 1. Summary of the Business Digital Index Score components (click to return to page 8 or 10)

Advertising

Businesses 
score more 
highly if they 
use mainstream 
social media and 
have a website.

Enquiries

Businesses 
score more 
highly if they 
have a higher 
proportion of 
online enquiries 
(i.e. statement 
checks, setting 
up an in-branch 
appointment).

Mobile

Businesses score 
more highly if 
they make use 
of the Business 
Banking App.

Communication

Businesses 
score more 
highly if they 
communicate 
with suppliers or 
customers via 
email and social 
media.

Infrastructure

Businesses score 
more highly if 
they are using 
services such as 
online accounting 
software, Cloud 
based IT systems 
or government 
services.

Security

Businesses score 
more highly if 
they have secure 
websites or 
online payment 
gateways.

Internal Team

Businesses score 
more highly if 
they have an 
internal/external 
team in place 
or have the 
knowledge (or 
know where to 
find it) to make 
their business 
more digital.

Transactions

Businesses score 
more highly, 
the higher the 
proportion 
of online 
transactions 
(i.e. payments) 
they have.
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KeyKey 2014  n = 1,4222014  n = 1,424 2019  n = 1,500 2021  n = 1,9592021  n = 1,956

Appendix 3. Average Index Score split by age of business, 2014, 2019 and 2021  
(click to return to page 10)
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Appendix 2. Average Index Score split by size of business, 2014 and 2021  
(click to return to page 10)

One 
employee

Two to five 
employees

Six to nine 
employees

10 to 249 
employees

Less than 
three years

Three to four 
years

Five to nine 
years

10 years 
or more

*Sample size is between 70-99 respondents, so Index Score should be treated with caution
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FemaleMale

Appendix 5. Average Index Score split by turnover of business, 2014, 2019 and 2021  
(click to return to page 10)

Appendix 4. Average Index Score split by gender of business owners, 2019 and 2021 
(click to return to page 10)
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59

68

44

59

68
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Under £1 million £1 million to £25 million

KeyKey 2014  n = 1,434 2019  n = 1,5092019  n = 1,511 2021  n = 1,9662021  n = 1,827

2019

2021
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2014 2019 2021

East of England 45 58 69

East Midlands 43 60 71

London 47 63 71

North East N/A* 56 69

North West 42 61 65

Scotland 45 63 65

South EastSouth East 47 61 70

South West 49 57 72

Wales N/A* 58 65

West Midlands 45 61 67

Yorkshire and the Humber 41 60 66

Appendix 6. Average Index Score split by region of business, 2014, 2019 and 2021  
(click to return to page 10)

* Sample too small, and therefore not able to refer to

Key 2014  n = 1,316 2019  n = 1,486 2021  n = 1,968
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Appendix 8 . Average Index Score split by turnover change, 
2021 (click to return to page 10)

65

74

69

Stayed the same Increased Decreased

Key 2021  n = 1,905

2014 
Index Score

2019 
Index Score

2021 
Index Score

Accommodation/Foodservice N/A* 61** 66

Administrative and Support Service activities 54 69 74

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing N/A* 48 60

Arts/Recreation N/A* N/A* 75

Construction 42 55 66

Financial/Insurance/Info/Comms 47 N/A* N/A*

Health/Social WorkHealth/Social Work 40 N/A* N/A*

Manufacturing 42** 62 71

Real Estate N/A* 50 63

Transportation and Storage N/A* N/A* 66**

Wholesale/Retail/Repair 42 61 70

Appendix 7. Average Index Score split by sector, 2014, 2019 and 2021 (click to return to page 10)

* Sample too small, and therefore not able to refer to
** Sample size is between 70-99 respondents, so Index Score should be treated with caution

Key 2014  n = 1,312 2019  n = 1,390 2021  n = 1,822
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Appendix 9. Average Index Score split by component, 2014, 2019 and 2021 (click to return to page 10)

Key 2014  n = 1,438 2019  n = 1,511 2021  n = 1,968
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67

74

84

94 94

58

68

77

47

52

74
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55

26

N/A*

40

29

49

62
66

56

41

Advertising Communication Enquiries Infrastructure Internal Team Mobile Security Transactions

*The Mobile Index component was not measured in 2014
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Appendix 10. Average Index Score split by component and digital capability segment, 2014, 2019 and 2021 (click to return to page 10)

1. Passive 2. Getting started 3. Established 4. High 5. Advanced

2014 2019 2021 2014 2019 2021 2014 2019 2021 2014 2019 2021 2014 2019 2021

Advertising 5 7 4 28 29 25 46 45 28 68 60 59 85 90 92

Communication 22 22 26 79 89 75 96 95 86 97 99 97 100 100 99

Enquiries 10 9 2 29 20 24 57 53 67 75 66 59 89 89 92

Infrastructure 3 14 6 27 35 38 39 58 49 57 80 78 83 90 93

Internal Team 23 14 15 35 25 24 47 27 31 60 42 46 75 64 65

Mobile N/A* 0 0 N/A* 2 7 N/A* 6 16 N/A* 14 21 N/A* 45 53

Security 0 0 0 2 3 3 12 19 9 31 33 44 74 78 83

Transactions 1 2 1 11 7 12 33 34 47 53 51 48 77 80 82

Overall Index 8 8 7 26 26 26 41 42 42 55 56 56 73 79 82

Key 2014  n = 1,438 2019  n = 1,511 2021  n = 1,968

*The Mobile Index component was not measured in 2014
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Appendix 11. Proportion of small businesses with low and high digital capability, split by firm age, 2014, 2019 and 2021 (click to return to page 12)

Low Digital Capability High Digital Capability 

2014 2019 2021 2014 2019 2021

50% 18% 16% Less than three years 50% 82% 84%

44% 14%* 13% Three to four years 56% 86%* 87%

49% 21% 15% Five to nine years 51% 79% 85%

54% 32% 19% Ten years or more 46% 68% 81%

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus 2019Key 2014  n = 1,422 2019  n = 1,500 2021  n = 1,959

* Care to be taken when referring to the 2019 data points, as the sample size for the sector is between 70-99 respondents

Demographics
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Appendix 12. Proportion of small businesses with low and high digital capability, split by sector, 2014, 2019 and 2021 (click to return to page 12)

Low Digital Capability High Digital Capability

2014 2019 2021 Difference 
2021 vs. 2019 2014 2019 2021 Difference 

2021 vs. 2019

N/A* 28%** 25% -3pp Accommodation/Foodservice N/A* 72%** 75% 3pp

35% 13% 11% -2pp Administrative and Support Service activities 65% 87% 89% 2pp

N/A* 48% 29% -19pp Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing N/A* 52% 71% 19pp

N/A* N/A* 12% – Arts/Recreation N/A* N/A* 88% –

59% 34% 19% -15pp Construction 41% 66% 81% 15pp

47% N/A* N/A* – Financial/Insurance/Info/CommsFinancial/Insurance/Info/Comms 53% N/A* N/A* –

64% N/A* N/A* – Health/Social Work 36% N/A* N/A* –

55%** 26% 17% -9pp Manufacturing 45%** 74% 83% 9pp

N/A* 43% 26% -18pp Real Estate N/A* 57% 74% 18pp

N/A* N/A* 20%** – Transportation and Storage N/A* N/A* 80%** –

57% 29% 16% -13pp Wholesale/Retail/Repair 43% 71% 84% 13pp

* Sample too small, and therefore not able to refer to 
** Sample size is between 70-99 respondents, so should be treated with caution
The education sector was measured but not included in the table above due to low sample size

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus 2019Key 2014  n = 1,312 2019  n = 1,390 2021  n = 1,822
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Appendix 13. Proportion of small businesses with low and high digital capability, split by size of business, 2014 and 2021 (click to return to page 12)

Low Digital Capability High Digital Capability

2014 2021 Difference 
2021 vs. 2014 2014 2021 Difference 

2021 vs. 2014

68% 22% -46pp One employee 32% 78% 46pp

52% 17% -35pp Two to five employees 48% 83% 35pp

37% 8% -29pp Six to nine employees 63% 92% 29pp

24% 8% -17pp 10 to 249 employees 76% 92% 17pp

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus 2014Key 2014  n = 1,424 2021  n = 1,956
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Appendix 14. Proportion of businesses in the low digital capability segment, split by demographics, 2021  
(click to return to page 12)

2021

Region    2021: n = 1,968
East of England  19%
East Midlands  15%
London  14%
North East 20%
North West 21%
Scotland 17%
South East 14%
South West 16%
Wales  21%
West Midlands 22%
Yorkshire and the Humber 23%

Gender    2021: n = 1,827
Male 19%
Female 17%

Turnover segment    2021: n = 1,966
Up to £1 million 19%
£1 million to £25 million 6%

Web and social media    2021: n = 1,968
None 65%
Some 25%
Significant 3%

For firm age, firm size and sector see appendices 11 to 13. 

Appendix 15. Key changes in digital activity for the Real Estate and Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fishing sectors, 2019 and 2021  (click to return to page 13)

2019 2021 Difference 
2021 vs. 2019

Use online channels to attract customers and service users to your organisations offerings

Real Estate 39% 48% 10pp

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing 39% 36% -4pp

Make sales through online channels

Real Estate 29% 47% 18pp

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing 34% 36% 2pp

Cloud-based IT systems

Real Estate 37% 62% 25pp

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing 27% 50% 23pp

Digital training tools

Real EstateReal Estate 18% 48% 30pp

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing 20% 47% 27pp

Organisation website

Real Estate (2019 n = 155, 2021 n = 208) 45% 62% 16pp

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing (2019 n = 121, 2021 n = 164) 47% 56% 9pp

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus 2019

Real Estate:Key 2019  n = 161 2021  n = 211

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing: 2019  n = 125 2021  n = 169
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Appendix 16. Proportion of businesses who have increased their turnover in the past 12 months, 
split by age of business, 2021 (click to return to page 14)

Key 2021  n = 1,959

Appendix 17. Essential Digital Skills, split by gender, 2019 and 2021 
(click to return to page 15)

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus 2019Key 2019  n = 1,511 2021  n = 1,827

58%

59%

54%

54%

FemaleMale

2019

2021

26%

22%

28%

16%

Trading for less than 
three years

Trading for 
three to four years

 Trading for 
five to nine years

Trading for 10 years 
or more

Yes, my turnover has increased in the past 12 months
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Appendix 18. ‘Which of these best describes your business approach to digital 
development?' split by gender, 2021 (click to return to page 15)

2021  n = 1,413

Male Female

None of these 2% 2%

We are not developing digitally at all because it is not a priority 24% 34%

We dont have an internal resource for advice and training on digital 
development, we seek help for this externally 10% 11%

We have an internal resource, but we also seek help externally 51% 42%

We have an internal team or person driving and developing our use of digital 
channels and do not use any external advice or training resources for this 12% 11%
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Appendix 19. Number of Overall Essential Digital Skills, split by demographics, 2021 (click to return to page 17  or page 27)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Firm size    
2021: n = 1,956

One employee 2% 3% 4% 6% 15% 22% 47%
Two to five employees 1% 1% 2% 6% 11% 22% 56%
Six to nine employees 2% 1% 3% 2% 9% 18% 66%
10 to 249 employees 0% 0% 0% 2% 6% 11% 80%

Firm age    
2021: n = 1,959

Less than three years 3% 2% 3% 3% 8% 18% 64%
Three to four years 1% 1% 1% 6% 7% 12% 71%
Five to nine years 2% 0% 3% 6% 7% 16% 65%
Ten years or more 1% 2% 3% 6% 14% 23% 50%

Region    
2021: n = 1,968

East of England 1% 2% 5% 9% 13% 19% 52%
East Midlands 1% 2% 2% 5% 9% 20% 61%
London 1% 1% 1% 4% 13% 15% 65%
North East 1% 2% 1% 7% 13% 19% 56%
North West 3% 1% 4% 5% 9% 19% 59%
Scotland 3% 3% 5% 2% 12% 19% 56%
South East 2% 1% 3% 4% 16% 17% 56%
South West 2% 2% 4% 7% 12% 27% 46%
Wales 3% 1% 3% 5% 13% 25% 51%
West Midlands 1% 2% 1% 8% 13% 21% 54%
Yorkshire and the Humber 1% 2% 5% 4% 13% 23% 52%

Sector    
2021: n = 1,776

Accommodation/Foodservice 2% 4% 5% 6% 10% 14% 60%
Administrative and Support Service activities 1% 1% 0% 3% 8% 21% 66%
Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing 4% 3% 7% 10% 22% 18% 37%
Arts/Recreation 2% 1% 2% 2% 8% 16% 69%
Construction 3% 3% 5% 7% 18% 22% 42%
Manufacturing 0% 3% 4% 4% 10% 18% 61%
Real Estate 1% 1% 4% 5% 16% 25% 48%
Transportation and Storage* 4% 0% 4% 7% 21% 14% 49%
Wholesale/Retail/Repair 1% 2% 2% 8% 10% 21% 57%

Number of Essential Digital Skills  
2021: n = 1,968

Overall 2% 2% 3% 6% 13% 21% 55%

‘Has your turnover increased, decreased  
or stayed the same in the past 12 months?’  
split by number of Essential Digital Skills
Decreased n = 1,025  Increased n = 366  Stayed the same n = 514

Decreased 1% 2% 3% 5% 13% 21% 55%

Increased 2% 1% 2% 4% 10% 19% 62%

Stayed the same 2% 2% 3% 7% 15% 21% 50%

* Sample size is between 70-99 
respondents, so Index Score  
should be treated with caution.
Other sectors including Education, 
Financial/Insurance/Info/Comms, 
Health/Social Work were also 
measured, however due to sample  
size being too small, referrals to the  
data cannot be made.
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Appendix 20. Proportion of small businesses able to undertake the individual Essential Digital Skills tasks, split by size of business, 2021 (click to return to  page 18,  
or page 27, or page 28)

One employee Two to five employees Six to nine employees 10 to 249 employees

Communicating

Overall – Communicating skill 89% 92% 94% 100%
Communicate with customers via online channels 76% 81% 82% 94%
Digitally communicate to maintain customer and supplier relationships 85% 89% 91% 97%
Use online channels to attract customers 49% 57% 67% 78%
Websites and systems are set up to cater to all 43% 50% 50% 66%

Creating

Overall – Creating skill 64% 73% 78% 89%
Create and maintain an informational or e-commerce website 52% 60% 66% 78%
Create content (images, logos, copy) to promote your organisation 54% 63% 61% 77%
Create social media communities to engage with customers 51% 60% 67% 69%

Cybersecurity

Overall – Cybersecurity skill 89% 93% 94% 97%
Backup critical business data 71% 78% 82% 94%
Devices not connected to unsecure networks 65% 74% 74% 84%
Password policy in place reflecting best practice 71% 79% 85% 87%
Protected from fraud with policies and procedures 67% 75% 78% 88%
Software is kept up to date 77% 85% 92% 95%

Managing  
Information

Overall – Managing Information skill 86% 90% 93% 97%
Search for information on new suppliers and find the best deals 54% 66% 69% 75%
Store digital information on suppliers and customers 43% 51% 62% 72%
Use my mobile to do my business on the move 80% 79% 82% 82%
Use software to collaborate 49% 60% 68% 84%
Use the Cloud to manage information 46% 53% 67% 76%

Problem  
Solving

Overall – Problem Solving skill 62% 71% 76% 87%
Use data to improve website performance 40% 49% 60% 75%
Using data to improve products and services 47% 55% 68% 74%
Utilise technology such as video-conferencing to reduce costs and increase efficiency 50% 61% 67% 78%

Transacting

Overall – Transacting skill 96% 97% 97% 99%
Buy goods and services online 82% 86% 90% 93%
Complete online forms e.g. Tax Returns 70% 77% 81% 91%
Make sales via online channels 41% 51% 51% 61%
Manage your invoices and accounts digitally 55% 67% 83% 88%
Receive online payments or donations 69% 71% 75% 76%
Use Internet banking 86% 91% 94% 97%

Key 2021  n = 1,956

Small business online skills
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2019  n = 1,500 Less than three years Three to four years Five to nine years 10 years or more

2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference

Communicating

Overall – Communicating skill 96% 92% -4pp 98% 93% -4pp 94% 91% -3pp 91% 91% 0pp
Communicate with customers via online channels 83% 81% -2pp 89% 83% -6pp 86% 81% -5pp 80% 79% -1pp
Digitally communicate to maintain customer and supplier relationships 90% 87% -4pp 94% 88% -7pp 93% 88% -5pp 88% 88% 0pp
Use online channels to attract customers 68% 67% -1pp 59% 71% 11pp 73% 62% -11pp 56% 52% -4pp
Websites and systems are set up to cater to all 50% 57% 7pp 49% 60% 11pp 50% 49% 0pp 46% 46% -1pp

Creating

Overall – Creating skill 86% 81% -5pp 77% 85% 8pp 88% 79% -9pp 71% 66% -5pp
Create and maintain an informational or e-commerce website 80% 70% -10pp 68% 70% 2pp 77% 62% -15pp 65% 55% -10pp
Create content (images, logos, copy) to promote your organisation 77% 72% -5pp 63% 73% 10pp 79% 66% -13pp 60% 56% -4pp
Create social media communities to engage with customers 75% 69% -6pp 70% 75% 5pp 78% 71% -7pp 53% 51% -2pp

Cybersecurity

Overall – Cybersecurity skill 95% 91% -5pp 99% 92% -7pp 97% 92% -5pp 94% 92% -2pp
Backup critical business data 80% 75% -4pp 80% 78% -2pp 81% 77% -5pp 79% 76% -3pp
Devices not connected to unsecure networks 75% 70% -5pp 73% 75% 2pp 73% 65% -9pp 71% 70% -1pp
Password policy in place reflecting best practice 80% 74% -5pp 77% 78% 1pp 86% 74% -13pp 75% 77% 1pp
Protected from fraud with policies and procedures 74% 61% -13pp 66% 73% 7pp 81% 78% -4pp 76% 73% -3pp
Software is kept up to date 89% 75% -14pp 90% 84% -5pp 90% 83% -7pp 86% 82% -4pp

Managing  
Information

Overall – Managing Information skill 90% 89% -2pp 93% 92% -1pp 92% 91% -1pp 84% 88% 4pp
Search for information on new suppliers and find the best deals 65% 70% 5pp 56% 67% 12pp 64% 71% 7pp 51% 57% 6pp
Store digital information on suppliers and customers 56% 58% 2pp 52% 59% 7pp 52% 49% -3pp 42% 48% 6pp
Use my mobile to do my business on the move 83% 84% 1pp 85% 89% 4pp 86% 85% -1pp 72% 78% 5pp
Use software to collaborate 66% 56% -10pp 64% 65% 2pp 63% 57% -6pp 57% 56% -1pp
Use the Cloud to manage information 59% 55% -3pp 52% 66% 14pp 64% 57% -7pp 49% 50% 1pp

Problem  
Solving

Overall – Problem Solving skill 82% 74% -8pp 73% 81% 8pp 78% 74% -4pp 66% 65% -1pp
Use data to improve website performance 62% 55% -7pp 50% 62% 12pp 61% 57% -3pp 45% 44% -2pp
Using data to improve products and services 66% 59% -7pp 60% 67% 6pp 62% 57% -5pp 53% 52% -1pp
Utilise technology such as video-conferencing to reduce costs and increase efficiency 69% 67% -3pp 53% 67% 14pp 68% 60% -9pp 59% 56% -3pp

Transacting

Overall – Transacting skill 99% 96% -3pp 100% 96% -4pp 99% 96% -3pp 96% 97% 1pp
Buy goods and services online 86% 83% -3pp 85% 87% 2pp 89% 84% -5pp 84% 85% 1pp
Complete online forms e.g. Tax Returns 78% 72% -6pp 72% 69% -2pp 81% 75% -6pp 77% 76% -1pp
Make sales via online channels 53% 57% 4pp 47% 67% 20pp 56% 46% -10pp 41% 44% 3pp
Manage your invoices and accounts digitally 67% 62% -5pp 61% 68% 7pp 74% 65% -8pp 65% 64% -1pp
Receive online payments or donations 74% 78% 4pp 74% 77% 3pp 77% 73% -4pp 62% 69% 7pp
Use Internet banking 95% 92% -3pp 95% 93% -2pp 91% 92% 1pp 85% 88% 4pp

Appendix 21. Proportion of small businesses able to undertake the individual Essential Digital Skills tasks, split by age of business, 2019 and 2021 (click to return to page 15 or page 18)

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus. 2019

Key 2021  n = 1,959
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Appendix 22. Proportion of small businesses able to undertake the individual Essential Digital Skills tasks, split by gender, 2019 and 2021 (click to return to page 18)

Male Female

2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference

Communicating

Overall – Communicating skill 92% 91% -1pp 93% 95% 2pp
Communicate with customers via online channels 79% 78% -1pp 85% 86% 1pp
Digitally communicate to maintain customer and supplier relationships 88% 87% -1pp 90% 92% 1pp
Use online channels to attract customers 56% 53% -2pp 65% 66% 1pp
Websites and systems are set up to cater to all 46% 47% 0pp 48% 55% 7pp

Creating

Overall – Creating skill 72% 67% -5pp 79% 82% 3pp
Create and maintain an informational or e-commerce website 66% 56% -10pp 73% 68% -5pp
Create content (images, logos, copy) to promote your organisation 61% 58% -3pp 69% 69% -1pp
Create social media communities to engage with customers 56% 53% -3pp 64% 70% 6pp

Cybersecurity

Overall – Cybersecurity skill 95% 92% -3pp 95% 96% 0pp
Backup critical business data 77% 76% -2pp 82% 79% -3pp
Devices not connected to unsecure networks 70% 70% 0pp 75% 73% -2pp
Password policy in place reflecting best practice 75% 76% 1pp 81% 80% 0pp
Protected from fraud with policies and procedures 73% 72% -1pp 80% 76% -3pp
Software is kept up to date 87% 82% -4pp 88% 85% -3pp

Managing  
Information

Overall – Managing Information skill 85% 88% 3pp 87% 91% 4pp
Search for information on new suppliers and find the best deals 54% 60% 6pp 55% 65% 10pp
Store digital information on suppliers and customers 44% 50% 6pp 45% 49% 4pp
Use my mobile to do my business on the move 75% 80% 5pp 76% 80% 4pp
Use software to collaborate 58% 56% -2pp 61% 60% -1pp
Use the Cloud to manage information 52% 52% -1pp 51% 56% 5pp

Problem  
Solving

Overall – Problem Solving skill 69% 68% -1pp 69% 67% -2pp
Use data to improve website performance 47% 47% 0pp 52% 50% -1pp
Using data to improve products and services 55% 54% -1pp 56% 53% -2pp
Utilise technology such as video-conferencing to reduce costs and increase efficiency 61% 59% -2pp 59% 53% -6pp

Transacting

Overall – Transacting skill 97% 97% 0pp 96% 98% 2pp
Buy goods and services online 86% 85% -1pp 84% 88% 4pp
Complete online forms e.g. Tax Returns 77% 75% -2pp 77% 78% 1pp
Make sales via online channels 43% 46% 3pp 45% 54% 8pp
Manage your invoices and accounts digitally 65% 63% -1pp 68% 67% -1pp
Receive online payments or donations 66% 71% 5pp 63% 74% 11pp
Use Internet banking 86% 89% 3pp 88% 94% 5pp

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus. 2019

Key 2019  n = 1,511 2021  n = 1,827

Other gender categories and mixed gender ownership were measured however the sample size is too low to include here.
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Under £1 million  £1 million to £25 million 

2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference

Communicating

Overall – Communicating skill 91% 91% 0pp 99% 98% -1pp
Communicate with customers via online channels 80% 79% -1pp 91% 89% -2pp
Digitally communicate to maintain customer and supplier relationships 88% 87% -1pp 99% 97% -2pp
Use online channels to attract customers 57% 55% -3pp 72% 69% -3pp
Websites and systems are set up to cater to all 46% 47% 1pp 57% 62% 4pp

Creating

Overall – Creating skill 73% 69% -3pp 89% 81% -8pp
Create and maintain an informational or e-commerce website 66% 57% -9pp 87% 75% -12pp
Create content (images, logos, copy) to promote your organisation 62% 59% -2pp 83% 69% -13pp
Create social media communities to engage with customers 57% 56% -2pp 72% 69% -3pp

Cybersecurity

Overall – Cybersecurity skill 94% 91% -3pp 99% 99% 0pp
Backup critical business data 78% 75% -3pp 95% 97% 1pp
Devices not connected to unsecure networks 71% 69% -1pp 83% 81% -2pp
Password policy in place reflecting best practice 76% 75% -1pp 85% 88% 3pp
Protected from fraud with policies and procedures 74% 71% -3pp 87% 92% 4pp
Software is kept up to date 86% 81% -5pp 97% 99% 2pp

Managing  
Information

Overall – Managing Information skill 85% 88% 3pp 92% 97% 4pp
Search for information on new suppliers and find the best deals 52% 60% 8pp 75% 76% 1pp
Store digital information on suppliers and customers 43% 48% 5pp 64% 72% 8pp
Use my mobile to do my business on the move 74% 79% 5pp 83% 84% 0pp
Use software to collaborate 58% 55% -2pp 76% 85% 9pp
Use the Cloud to manage information 50% 51% 1pp 69% 76% 8pp

Problem  
Solving

Overall – Problem Solving skill 68% 67% -1pp 83% 89% 6pp
Use data to improve website performance 47% 47% -1pp 66% 65% -1pp
Using data to improve products and services 54% 53% -1pp 75% 75% 1pp
Utilise technology such as video-conferencing to reduce costs and increase efficiency 59% 57% -2pp 77% 79% 2pp

Transacting

Overall – Transacting skill 97% 96% 0pp 100% 99% -1pp
Buy goods and services online 84% 84% 0pp 91% 93% 3pp
Complete online forms e.g. Tax Returns 76% 74% -2pp 89% 92% 3pp
Make sales via online channels 43% 47% 4pp 52% 53% 1pp
Manage your invoices and accounts digitally 64% 63% -2pp 80% 86% 6pp
Receive online payments or donations 65% 71% 6pp 69% 75% 5pp
Use Internet banking 86% 89% 3pp 97% 98% 1pp

2019  n = 1,509

Appendix 23. Proportion of small businesses able to undertake the individual Essential Digital Skills tasks, split by turnover, 2019 and 2021  (click to return to page 18)

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus. 2019

Key 2021  n = 1,966
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East of England East Midlands London North East North West Scotland

2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference

Communicating

Overall – Communicating skill 94% 94% 0pp 92% 92% 0pp 95% 94% -1pp 89% 91% 3pp 96% 93% -2pp 94% 89% -5pp
Communicate with customers via online channels 83% 80% -3pp 84% 80% -4pp 86% 85% -1pp 76% 81% 5pp 85% 79% -6pp 84% 79% -5pp
Digitally communicate to maintain customer and supplier relationships 90% 91% 1pp 89% 89% 0pp 93% 91% -2pp 88% 87% -1pp 92% 89% -4pp 90% 85% -5pp
Use online channels to attract customers 51% 54% 3pp 66% 64% -1pp 63% 61% -2pp 52% 61% 9pp 56% 56% 0pp 60% 57% -3pp
Websites and systems are set up to cater to all 39% 46% 7pp 55% 47% -8pp 49% 51% 2pp 40% 54% 14pp 50% 57% 7pp 50% 50% 0pp

Creating

Overall – Creating skill 69% 67% -3pp 79% 77% -2pp 79% 78% -1pp 63% 72% 9pp 74% 75% 1pp 75% 70% -5pp
Create and maintain an informational or e-commerce website 65% 55% -10pp 74% 64% -9pp 73% 71% -2pp 54% 61% 7pp 64% 59% -5pp 69% 52% -17pp
Create content (images, logos, copy) to promote your organisation 56% 57% 0pp 64% 69% 5pp 66% 69% 3pp 51% 54% 2pp 65% 61% -4pp 65% 59% -6pp
Create social media communities to engage with customers 51% 55% 4pp 67% 67% 1pp 57% 59% 2pp 50% 59% 9pp 62% 56% -6pp 60% 61% 1pp

Cybersecurity

Overall – Cybersecurity skill 95% 93% -2pp 94% 94% 0pp 95% 93% -1pp 90% 91% 0pp 98% 92% -6pp 97% 89% -8pp
Backup critical business data 76% 80% 4pp 77% 78% 1pp 81% 80% -1pp 69% 72% 4pp 79% 77% -2pp 87% 74% -13pp
Devices not connected to unsecure networks 63% 68% 5pp 78% 72% -6pp 77% 75% -2pp 67% 66% 0pp 78% 69% -8pp 82% 77% -6pp
Password policy in place reflecting best practice 74% 78% 5pp 76% 74% -2pp 71% 79% 8pp 66% 75% 10pp 79% 74% -5pp 78% 77% -1pp
Protected from fraud with policies and procedures 74% 73% -1pp 78% 72% -6pp 75% 74% -1pp 67% 75% 8pp 76% 74% -2pp 75% 70% -5pp
Software is kept up to date 88% 84% -3pp 87% 86% -1pp 90% 84% -6pp 78% 81% 3pp 87% 84% -3pp 94% 84% -10pp

Managing  
Information

Overall – Managing Information skill 84% 82% -2pp 87% 92% 4pp 89% 92% 3pp 83% 92% 9pp 87% 86% -1pp 90% 89% -1pp
Search for information on new suppliers and find the best deals 47% 56% 8pp 55% 61% 6pp 65% 66% 1pp 50% 68% 17pp 56% 58% 2pp 62% 61% 0pp
Store digital information on suppliers and customers 35% 45% 10pp 43% 54% 12pp 50% 61% 11pp 37% 48% 11pp 45% 45% -1pp 52% 48% -4pp
Use my mobile to do my business on the move 76% 72% -5pp 75% 84% 9pp 82% 81% -1pp 71% 83% 12pp 76% 77% 1pp 78% 77% -1pp
Use software to collaborate 51% 49% -1pp 59% 54% -5pp 68% 69% 1pp 51% 54% 3pp 65% 56% -9pp 66% 59% -8pp
Use the Cloud to manage information 48% 49% 1pp 48% 51% 2pp 68% 71% 2pp 39% 50% 11pp 58% 49% -9pp 55% 48% -7pp

Problem  
Solving

Overall – Problem Solving skill 69% 63% -6pp 76% 73% -3pp 72% 77% 5pp 59% 67% 8pp 71% 69% -2pp 73% 70% -3pp
Use data to improve website performance 48% 41% -7pp 55% 52% -3pp 52% 53% 1pp 41% 52% 11pp 49% 53% 4pp 53% 50% -3pp
Using data to improve products and services 52% 50% -2pp 66% 54% -12pp 61% 62% 1pp 46% 53% 7pp 59% 51% -8pp 62% 57% -6pp
Utilise technology such as video-conferencing to reduce costs and increase efficiency 60% 54% -6pp 63% 56% -7pp 67% 69% 2pp 54% 56% 2pp 59% 57% -2pp 63% 59% -5pp

Transacting

Overall – Transacting skill 96% 96% 1pp 94% 97% 3pp 98% 97% -2pp 94% 98% 4pp 99% 95% -4pp 98% 93% -5pp
Buy goods and services online 84% 87% 4pp 83% 84% 1pp 91% 89% -2pp 81% 87% 6pp 85% 83% -1pp 86% 83% -3pp
Complete online forms e.g. Tax Returns 78% 79% 1pp 77% 74% -3pp 81% 79% -2pp 70% 77% 7pp 79% 69% -11pp 85% 70% -14pp
Make sales via online channels 48% 49% 2pp 50% 47% -3pp 52% 51% -1pp 37% 49% 12pp 37% 51% 14pp 48% 41% -7pp
Manage your invoices and accounts digitally 63% 62% -1pp 63% 63% 0pp 71% 68% -3pp 58% 64% 6pp 75% 57% -19pp 68% 64% -4pp
Receive online payments or donations 66% 67% 1pp 67% 73% 6pp 74% 71% -2pp 59% 70% 10pp 63% 74% 11pp 66% 69% 3pp
Use Internet banking 87% 87% 0pp 83% 91% 8pp 92% 93% 1pp 86% 89% 4pp 89% 87% -2pp 93% 83% -10pp

Appendix 24a. Proportion of small businesses able to undertake the individual Essential Digital Skills tasks, split by region, 2019 and 2021  (click to return to page 18)

Continued on the next page >

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus. 2019

2019  n = 1,486Key 2021  n = 1,968
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Appendix 24b. Proportion of small businesses able to undertake the individual Essential Digital Skills tasks, split by region, 2019 and 2021  (click to return to page 18)

South East South West Wales West Midlands Yorkshire and the Humber

2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference

Communicating

Overall – Communicating skill 93% 91% -2pp 87% 91% 4pp 91% 90% -1pp 91% 91% 0pp 92% 89% -3pp
Communicate with customers via online channels 84% 80% -4pp 72% 79% 6pp 77% 81% 4pp 81% 76% -4pp 79% 75% -3pp
Digitally communicate to maintain customer and supplier relationships 91% 88% -2pp 85% 89% 4pp 87% 84% -3pp 90% 87% -3pp 85% 84% -1pp
Use online channels to attract customers 58% 55% -3pp 53% 50% -3pp 68% 55% -12pp 58% 53% -5pp 61% 51% -10pp
Websites and systems are set up to cater to all 53% 45% -8pp 42% 50% 8pp 50% 44% -6pp 46% 47% 2pp 45% 43% -2pp

Creating

Overall – Creating skill 78% 70% -8pp 69% 62% -7pp 78% 70% -7pp 70% 68% -2pp 78% 69% -9pp
Create and maintain an informational or e-commerce website 73% 57% -16pp 65% 53% -12pp 69% 60% -9pp 65% 57% -8pp 71% 57% -13pp
Create content (images, logos, copy) to promote your organisation 64% 61% -3pp 64% 53% -11pp 69% 58% -11pp 62% 58% -4pp 66% 64% -2pp
Create social media communities to engage with customers 60% 57% -3pp 51% 47% -4pp 66% 60% -5pp 58% 56% -2pp 63% 52% -11pp

Cybersecurity

Overall – Cybersecurity skill 94% 92% -2pp 94% 90% -4pp 93% 89% -5pp 95% 93% -3pp 95% 92% -3pp
Backup critical business data 83% 78% -5pp 79% 72% -6pp 74% 77% 2pp 80% 76% -4pp 81% 71% -10pp
Devices not connected to unsecure networks 67% 68% 2pp 68% 69% 2pp 67% 70% 4pp 78% 74% -4pp 67% 64% -4pp
Password policy in place reflecting best practice 82% 78% -4pp 80% 74% -6pp 79% 77% -2pp 77% 80% 4pp 78% 70% -7pp
Protected from fraud with policies and procedures 80% 75% -5pp 76% 67% -9pp 75% 74% -1pp 73% 76% 4pp 76% 67% -8pp
Software is kept up to date 87% 83% -5pp 86% 81% -6pp 87% 79% -8pp 84% 84% 0pp 86% 74% -12pp

Managing  
Information

Overall – Managing Information skill 84% 89% 5pp 83% 87% 4pp 86% 91% 5pp 90% 91% 1pp 82% 87% 5pp
Search for information on new suppliers and find the best deals 51% 55% 4pp 46% 62% 15pp 60% 63% 3pp 54% 67% 13pp 50% 57% 7pp
Store digital information on suppliers and customers 48% 49% 1pp 41% 47% 6pp 57% 46% -10pp 47% 52% 4pp 41% 53% 13pp
Use my mobile to do my business on the move 66% 83% 16pp 72% 77% 5pp 79% 84% 5pp 78% 82% 4pp 74% 79% 6pp
Use software to collaborate 61% 61% 0pp 55% 55% 0pp 63% 62% -2pp 62% 60% -1pp 53% 52% -1pp
Use the Cloud to manage information 53% 59% 6pp 45% 47% 2pp 53% 60% 8pp 55% 52% -4pp 50% 45% -5pp

Problem  
Solving

Overall – Problem Solving skill 71% 67% -5pp 62% 64% 2pp 71% 66% -5pp 66% 71% 6pp 69% 69% 0pp
Use data to improve website performance 47% 47% 1pp 42% 44% 3pp 58% 45% -13pp 45% 48% 3pp 45% 45% 0pp
Using data to improve products and services 58% 54% -4pp 45% 51% 5pp 57% 55% -2pp 50% 57% 6pp 53% 54% 1pp
Utilise technology such as video-conferencing to reduce costs and increase efficiency 64% 56% -8pp 55% 57% 2pp 61% 55% -6pp 58% 62% 4pp 61% 62% 1pp

Transacting

Overall – Transacting skill 96% 97% 1pp 98% 96% -2pp 99% 96% -3pp 96% 98% 2pp 96% 99% 3pp
Buy goods and services online 84% 85% 1pp 88% 83% -4pp 83% 87% 3pp 86% 82% -4pp 83% 86% 3pp
Complete online forms e.g. Tax Returns 77% 75% -3pp 73% 76% 3pp 76% 77% 1pp 79% 75% -4pp 71% 70% -1pp
Make sales via online channels 36% 49% 12pp 39% 45% 7pp 46% 47% 1pp 40% 44% 4pp 48% 47% -1pp
Manage your invoices and accounts digitally 69% 70% 1pp 65% 69% 3pp 59% 60% 1pp 68% 63% -5pp 60% 58% -2pp
Receive online payments or donations 64% 70% 6pp 62% 71% 9pp 62% 72% 10pp 60% 72% 12pp 73% 73% 0pp
Use Internet banking 89% 93% 4pp 82% 90% 8pp 85% 89% 4pp 85% 87% 2pp 85% 92% 7pp

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus. 2019

2019  n = 1,486Key 2021  n = 1,968
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Appendix 25a. Proportion of small businesses able to undertake the individual Essential Digital Skills tasks, split by sector, 2019 and 2021  (click to return to page 18)

Accommodation /Foodservice Administrative / Support Service Agriculture /Forestry / Fishing Arts / Recreation

2019** 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019* 2021 Difference

Communicating

Overall – Communicating skill 90% 87% -3pp 98% 97% -1pp 81% 80% 0pp – 94% – 
Communicate with customers via online channels 81% 78% -3pp 89% 89% 0pp 70% 64% -6pp –  84% –
Digitally communicate to maintain customer and supplier relationships 83% 83% 0pp 97% 96% -1pp 79% 75% -5pp – 89% –
Use online channels to attract customers 78% 68% -9pp 64% 62% -2pp 39% 36% -4pp – 76% – 
Websites and systems are set up to cater to all 53% 51% -2pp 51% 51% 0pp 31% 38% 7pp – 57% – 

Creating

Overall – Creating skill 84% 79% -5pp 83% 77% -6pp 58% 50% -8pp – 86% –
Create and maintain an informational or e-commerce website 77% 68% -8pp 80% 68% -12pp 45% 37% -8pp –  75% –
Create content (images, logos, copy) to promote your organisation 74% 66% -8pp 73% 67% -6pp 46% 44% -2pp – 78% –
Create social media communities to engage with customers 74% 66% -8pp 64% 61% -3pp 46% 44% -2pp – 75% – 

Cybersecurity

Overall – Cybersecurity skill 95% 85% -9pp 98% 97% -2pp 89% 88% -1pp – 93% –
Backup critical business data 79% 69% -10pp 93% 90% -3pp 67% 62% -6pp –  80% –
Devices not connected to unsecure networks 78% 70% -8pp 74% 77% 3pp 66% 60% -6pp – 69% –
Password policy in place reflecting best practice 86% 77% -9pp 82% 83% 1pp 71% 73% 2pp – 82% –
Protected from fraud with policies and procedures 77% 74% -3pp 82% 82% 0pp 70% 63% -7pp – 72% – 
Software is kept up to date 86% 77% -9pp 94% 92% -2pp 74% 74% 0pp – 83% – 

Managing  
Information

Overall – Managing Information skill 86% 83% -3pp 94% 95% 1pp 79% 80% 1pp – 92% –
Search for information on new suppliers and find the best deals 52% 61% 9pp 66% 72% 6pp 51% 53% 1pp –  64% –
Store digital information on suppliers and customers 45% 49% 4pp 54% 67% 13pp 38% 37% -2pp – 52% –
Use my mobile to do my business on the move 79% 75% -3pp 81% 84% 3pp 69% 67% -1pp – 82% –
Use software to collaborate 51% 55% 3pp 75% 72% -3pp 50% 50% 1pp – 61% – 
Use the Cloud to manage information 52% 45% -8pp 69% 72% 3pp 38% 33% -4pp – 63% – 

Problem  
Solving

Overall – Problem Solving skill 74% 71% -4pp 80% 80% 0pp 61% 54% -7pp – 74% –
Use data to improve website performance 60% 55% -4pp 52% 53% 1pp 34% 36% 2pp –  54% –
Using data to improve products and services 63% 56% -6pp 64% 65% 0pp 49% 40% -9pp – 57% –
Utilise technology such as video-conferencing to reduce costs and increase efficiency 68% 56% -12pp 71% 69% -3pp 50% 45% -5pp – 62% – 

Transacting

Overall – Transacting skill 97% 95% -2pp 99% 98% -1pp 92% 94% 2pp – 98% –
Buy goods and services online 83% 77% -6pp 91% 90% -1pp 80% 82% 2pp –  85% –
Complete online forms e.g. Tax Returns 70% 72% 2pp 85% 81% -3pp 76% 72% -4pp – 76% –
Make sales via online channels 55% 56% 1pp 42% 50% 8pp 34% 36% 2pp – 56% – 
Manage your invoices and accounts digitally 69% 64% -6pp 74% 76% 2pp 58% 53% -4pp – 59% –
Receive online payments or donations 65% 69% 4pp 65% 69% 3pp 58% 64% 7pp – 80% – 
Use Internet banking 85% 85% 0pp 93% 94% 1pp 76% 79% 3pp – 93% – 

Continued on the next page >* Sample size for 2019 too small, therefore unable to compare
** Care to be taken when referring to the 2019 data points, as the sample size for the sector is between 70-99 respondents
Other sectors including Education, Financial/Insurance/Info/Comms, Health/Social Work, Transportation and Storage were also measured, however due to sample size being too small, referrals to the data cannot be made.

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus. 2019

2019  n = 1,241Key 2021  n = 1,706
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Appendix 25b. Proportion of small businesses able to undertake the individual Essential Digital Skills tasks, split by sector, 2019 and 2021  (click to return to page 18)

Construction Manufacturing Real Estate Wholesale / Retail / Repair

2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference 2019 2021 Difference

Communicating

Overall – Communicating skill 92% 87% -5pp 94% 95% 1pp 88% 93% 5pp 92% 92% 0pp
Communicate with customers via online channels 79% 69% -10pp 85% 87% 2pp 72% 79% 7pp 80% 81% 1pp
Digitally communicate to maintain customer and supplier relationships 88% 82% -7pp 91% 94% 2pp 86% 92% 6pp 87% 87% 0pp
Use online channels to attract customers 44% 38% -6pp 60% 62% 1pp 39% 48% 10pp 66% 63% -3pp
Websites and systems are set up to cater to all 43% 41% -2pp 50% 43% -7pp 36% 53% 17pp 50% 48% -3pp

Creating

Overall – Creating skill 63% 53% -10pp 78% 77% -2pp 50% 62% 12pp 80% 77% -3pp
Create and maintain an informational or e-commerce website 56% 41% -14pp 75% 65% -10pp 44% 49% 5pp 73% 63% -9pp
Create content (images, logos, copy) to promote your organisation 49% 43% -6pp 71% 66% -5pp 43% 49% 6pp 67% 65% -2pp
Create social media communities to engage with customers 46% 40% -6pp 61% 59% -2pp 41% 47% 6pp 63% 63% 0pp

Cybersecurity

Overall – Cybersecurity skill 93% 87% -6pp 96% 89% -7pp 92% 93% 1pp 96% 94% -2pp
Backup critical business data 75% 66% -9pp 79% 74% -6pp 71% 76% 4pp 78% 77% 0pp
Devices not connected to unsecure networks 62% 66% 3pp 73% 66% -7pp 72% 74% 2pp 74% 69% -5pp
Password policy in place reflecting best practice 70% 67% -3pp 72% 73% 1pp 68% 74% 6pp 78% 79% 1pp
Protected from fraud with policies and procedures 65% 60% -5pp 71% 71% 1pp 70% 73% 3pp 78% 75% -3pp
Software is kept up to date 83% 74% -9pp 90% 80% -10pp 83% 84% 1pp 89% 83% -6pp

Managing  
Information

Overall – Managing Information skill 85% 84% -1pp 80% 88% 8pp 83% 91% 8pp 84% 87% 3pp
Search for information on new suppliers and find the best deals 41% 50% 9pp 47% 66% 19pp 47% 59% 13pp 58% 56% -2pp
Store digital information on suppliers and customers 33% 40% 7pp 38% 46% 8pp 42% 52% 10pp 48% 46% -2pp
Use my mobile to do my business on the move 79% 80% 1pp 66% 76% 10pp 73% 82% 10pp 73% 79% 6pp
Use software to collaborate 52% 50% -2pp 50% 54% 4pp 60% 64% 4pp 54% 47% -7pp
Use the Cloud to manage information 47% 45% -2pp 49% 54% 5pp 50% 62% 11pp 47% 44% -3pp

Problem  
Solving

Overall – Problem Solving skill 58% 59% 2pp 70% 73% 3pp 62% 65% 3pp 74% 69% -5pp
Use data to improve website performance 38% 34% -3pp 53% 56% 3pp 36% 45% 9pp 59% 52% -7pp
Using data to improve products and services 40% 45% 5pp 52% 56% 4pp 48% 54% 6pp 62% 57% -5pp
Utilise technology such as video-conferencing to reduce costs and increase efficiency 50% 49% -2pp 60% 61% 0pp 57% 61% 4pp 61% 59% -1pp

Transacting

Overall – Transacting skill 97% 96% -1pp 95% 97% 2pp 96% 97% 0pp 98% 97% -1pp
Buy goods and services online 82% 82% 0pp 84% 87% 3pp 82% 83% 1pp 87% 85% -2pp
Complete online forms e.g. Tax Returns 71% 70% -1pp 78% 75% -2pp 75% 75% 1pp 79% 72% -7pp
Make sales via online channels 40% 38% -1pp 47% 53% 5pp 29% 47% 18pp 54% 54% 0pp
Manage your invoices and accounts digitally 63% 58% -5pp 66% 68% 2pp 65% 68% 4pp 64% 61% -3pp
Receive online payments or donations 69% 74% 5pp 67% 68% 1pp 54% 67% 13pp 70% 75% 5pp
Use Internet banking 83% 87% 3pp 84% 94% 10pp 88% 90% 2pp 88% 89% 2pp

Other sectors including Education, Financial/Insurance/Info/Comms, Health/Social Work, Transportation and Storage were also measured, however due to sample size being too small, referrals to the data cannot be made.

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus. 2019

2019  n = 1,241Key 2021  n = 1,706
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Yes No Don't know

The business has gone as far as it can to make our  
back-office more digital 48% 48% 4%

The pandemic accelerated the businesses  
digital development 34% 64% 2%

Time is the biggest barrier to us exploring more  
technology solutions 48% 50% 2%

We can be more flexible with the way we manage  
our work by using digital tools/apps 61% 37% 2%

We have found trading online to be more  
cost-effective/profitable 35% 58% 7%

We have made changes to the business which means that  
we will never return to how we operated prior to Covid-19 33% 62% 5%

We have the money/funding needed to make the  We have the money/funding needed to make the  
business more digitalbusiness more digital 53% 44% 3%

We intend to continue new habits that we picked up  
during the coronavirus pandemic 61% 35% 3%

We use digital technology through necessity rather  
than choice 57% 41% 2%

We would not have coped without technology during  
the coronavirus crisis 53% 44% 3%

Appendix 26. ‘Please listen to each of the following statements and consider whether they apply  
in relation to your business. Please respond to each statement’, 2021 (click to return to page 22,  
page 24 or page 25)

Appendix 27. Proportion of small businesses who have increased their turnover in the last 12 
months, split by digital capability segment, 2021 (click to return to page 22)

Low digital capability High digital capability

Increased turnover in the last 12 months 12% 20%

2021: n = 1,968
2021: n = 1,968

Benefits
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Appendix 28. ‘Is your business likely to invest in digital technology in the next 12 months?’, 
2021 (click to return to page 24)

No

67%

 Yes

33%

2021: n = 1,968

Intentions for tech adoption and investment

Appendix 29. ‘Is your business likely to invest in digital technology 
in the next 12 months?’, split by digital capability, 2021 
(click to return to page 24)

High Low

Yes 36% 17%

No 64% 83%

2021: n = 1,968
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No, not investing 
in the next 12 

months

Yes, investing 
in the next 12 

months

The business has gone as far as it can to make our back office 
more digital

No 45% 54%

Yes 51% 44%

The pandemic accelerated the businesses digital 
development

No 74% 44%

Yes 24% 55%

Time is the biggest barrier to us exploring more technology 
solutions

No 59% 32%

Yes 39% 67%

We can be more flexible with the way we manage our work 
by using digital tools/apps

No 49% 12%

Yes 48% 87%

We have found trading online to be more cost-effective/
profitable

No 66% 44%

Yes 27% 50%

We have made changes to the business which means that 
we will never return to how we operated prior to Covid-19

No 69% 47%

Yes 25% 49%

We have the money/funding needed to make the business 
more digital

No 49% 32%

Yes 47% 66%

We intend to continue new habits that we picked up during 
the coronavirus pandemic

No 44% 17%

Yes 52% 81%

We use digital technology through necessity rather than 
choice

No 41% 41%

Yes 57% 58%

We would not have coped without technology during the 
coronavirus crisis

No 50% 31%

Yes 46% 68%

Appendix 30. ‘Please listen to each of the following statements and consider whether they apply in 
relation to your business. Please respond to each statement’, split by businesses who are likely to 
invest or not invest, in the next 12 months, 2021 (click to return to page 24)

2021: n = 1,968

Percentages are read down the column and the 'Don't know' response has not been shown above but represents the remainder  
of the population.

Yes No Don't know

Accommodation/Foodservice 53% 43% 5%

Transportation and Storage* 53% 44% 3%

Administrative and Support Service activities 51% 46% 4%

Wholesale/Retail/Repair 49% 48% 3%

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing 49% 48% 3%

Real Estate 48% 48% 4%

ManufacturingManufacturing 47% 50% 3%

Construction 45% 53% 3%

Arts/Recreation 44% 50% 6%

Appendix  31. ‘The business has gone as far as it can to make our back office more digital’, split by 
sector, 2021 (click to return to page 24)

2021: n = 1,776

*Care to be taken when referring to the 2021 data points, as the sample size for the sector is between 70-99 respondents
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Appendix 33. ‘Which of these best describes your approach to digital development?’, 
2018, 2019 and 2021 (click to return to page 25)

2018 
n = 1,190

2019 
n = 988

2021 
n = 1,531

We have an internal resource, but we also seek help 
externally 13% 33% 50%

We are not developing digitally at all because it is not 
a priority 23% 27% 26%

We have an internal team or person driving and 
developing our use of digital channels and do not use 
any external advice or training resources for this

47% 24% 12%

We don't have an internal resource for advice and 
training on digital development, we seek help for 
this externally

12% 16% 10%

None of these 5% 1% 2%

Appendix 32. ‘Is your business likely to invest in digital technology in the next 
12 months?’, split by demographics, 2021 (click to return to page 24)

Yes No

Firm size    2021: n = 1,956
One employee 24% 76%
Two to five employees 33% 67%
Six to nine employees 55% 45%
10 to 249 employees 62% 38%

Firm age    2021: n = 1,959
Less than three years 42% 58%
Three to four years 41% 59%
Five to nine years 30% 70%
Ten years or more 31% 69%

Region    2021: n = 1,968
East of England 29% 71%
East Midlands 30% 70%
London 51% 49%
North East 30% 70%
North West 29% 71%
Scotland 40% 60%
South East 30% 70%
South West 31% 69%
Wales 30% 70%
West Midlands 30% 70%
Yorkshire and the Humber 33% 67%

Gender    2021: n = 1,827
Male 34% 66%
Female 28% 72%

Sector    2021: n = 1,776
Accommodation/Foodservice 30% 70%
Administrative and Support Service activities 41% 59%
Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing 27% 73%
Arts/Recreation 40% 60%
Construction 26% 74%
Manufacturing 34% 66%
Real Estate 33% 67%
Transportation and Storage* 27% 73%
Wholesale/Retail/Repair 36% 64%

Other sectors including Education, Financial/Insurance/Info/Comms, Health/Social Work, were also measured, however due  
to sample size being too small were not included above.
*Care to be taken when referring to the 2021 data points, as the sample size for the sector is between 70-99 respondents
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Appendix 34. ‘Which of these best describes your approach to digital development?’, split by low and 
high digital capability, 2021 (click to return to page 25)

Low Digital Capability High Digital Capability

We have an internal team or person driving 
and developing our use of digital channels 

and do not use any external advice or training 
resources for this

6% 12%

We have an internal resource, but 
we also seek help externally 15% 52%

We don't have an internal resource for 
 advice and training on digital development,  

we seek help for this externally
13% 10%

We are not developing digitally at all  
because it is not a priority 56% 24%

None of these 10% 2%

2021: n = 1,531
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Accommodation/ 
Foodservice *

Administrative 
and Support 

Service activities

Agriculture/
Forestry/ 
Fishing†

Arts/ 
Recreation † ** Construction*  Manufacturing* Real Estate† Wholesale/

Retail/Repair

We are not developing digitally at all because it is not a priority
2019 28% 20% - - 45% 26% - 29%

2021 34% 19% 20% 22% 34% 32% 17% 28%

We don't have an internal resource for advice and training on  
digital development, we seek help for this externally

2019 15% 14% - - 14% 16% - 14%

2021 12% 9% 9% 8% 12% 13% 8% 14%

We have an internal resource, but we  
also seek help externally

2019 25% 37% - - 22% 35% - 35%

2021 34% 54% 60% 49% 48% 40% 65% 45%

We have an internal team or person driving and developing our  
use of digital channels and do not use any external advice or  
training resources for this

2019 30% 29% - - 19% 21% - 21%

2021 15% 16% 10% 19% 5% 12% 10% 11%

None of these
2019 2% 0% - - 0% 1% - 1%

2021 6% 2% 1% 2% 1% 4% 1% 2%

Appendix 35. ‘Approach to Digital development’, split by sector, 2021 and 2019 (click to return to page 25)

*  Care to be taken when referring to the 2019 data points, as the sample size for the sector is between 70-99 respondents
** Care to be taken when referring to the 2021 data points, as the sample size for the sector is between 70-99 respondents
† Sample size for 2019 too small, therefore unable to compare

**

2019  n = 787Key 2021  n = 1,315
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Appendix 36. Those who responded 'No' to 'We have the money/funding needed to make the business more digital’, 
split by demographics, 2021 (click to return to page 25)

2021

Firm size    2021: n = 1,956 One employee 51%
Two to five employees 40%
Six to nine employees 37%
10 to 249 employees 27%

Firm age    2021: n = 1,959 Less than three years 46%
Three to four years 46%
Five to nine years 43%
Ten years or more 43%

Region    2021: n = 1,968 East of England 48%
East Midlands 48%
London 43%
North East 45%
North West 41%
Scotland 44%
South East 45%
South West 40%
Wales 48%
West Midlands 39%
Yorkshire and the Humber 43%

Gender    2021: n = 1,827 Male 42%
Female 53%

Digital capability    2021: n = 1,968 Low digital capability 54%
High digital capability 42%

Turnover    2021: n = 1,966 Under £1 million 45%
£1 million to £25 million 25%
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Completely 
agree Agree Disagree Completely 

disagree
Don't 
know

Not 
sure

I have access to the technology 
that I need to make my 
business/charity more digital,  
it is not a priority

2014 31% 39% 4% 8% 3% 14%

2019 31% 30% 7% 10% 1% 21%

2021 36% 32% 4% 7% 2% 19%

I am confident that in a 
digital world I can lead my 
organisation to success

2014 N/A* N/A* N/A* N/A* N/A* N/A*

2019 27% 28% 6% 15% 2% 22%

2021 32% 27% 6% 13% 2% 20%

I have the knowledge and 
experience I need to make my 
business/charity more digital

2014 21% 34% 11% 13% 2% 21%

2019 16% 26% 13% 17% 1% 27%

2021 18% 37% 11% 14% 1% 20%

I know where to access 
information about making my 
business/charity more digital

2014 33% 38% 4% 8% 3% 15%

2019 28% 33% 9% 10% 1% 19%

2021 27% 40% 7% 8% 1% 18%

Having a mobile is crucial 
to the success of my 
organisation

2014 N/A* N/A* N/A* N/A* N/A* N/A*

2019 51% 12% 7% 17% 0% 12%

2021 65% 13% 4% 9% 0% 9%

I'm happy to use social media 
but only for personal use, not 
for my organisation

2014 N/A* N/A* N/A* N/A* N/A* N/A*

2019 19% 12% 9% 47% 1% 12%

2021 23% 13% 7% 41% 2% 14%

Appendix 37. ‘Thinking about your attitudes towards being a more digital-based business, to what extent do you 
agree or disagree with the following statements?’, 2014, 2019 and 2021 (click to return to page 25)

2014: n = 1,438. 2019: n = 1,511. 2021: n = 1,968

* Question not asked in 2014
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Appendix 38. Proportion of sole traders in the low and high digital capability 
segment groupings, 2014 and 2021 (click to return to page 27)

2014 2021

Low digital capability 68% 22%

High digital capability 32% 78%

Key 2014  n = 472 2021  n = 946

Sole traders 

Appendix 39. Proportion of sole traders with one to six Essential Digital Skills 
(can do every task in each skill), 2021 (click to return to page 27)

32%

21%

13%

8%9%

No  
Essential 

Digital Skills

One 
Essential 

Digital Skill

Two  
Essential 

Digital Skills

Three 
Essential 

Digital Skills

Four 
Essential 

Digital Skills

Five 
Essential 

Digital Skills

Six 
Essential 

Digital Skills

5%

11%

Key 2021  n = 946
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2014 2021 Difference 
2021 vs. 2014

Organisation website 42% 63% 21pp

Organisation Facebook page 18% 61% 43pp

Registered on one or more online directories 24% 57% 32pp

Organisation Twitter account 10% 49% 40pp

LinkedIn 1% 26% 25pp

Cloud-based sharing sites e.g. DropBox/WeTransfer  N/A* 20% -

None of theseNone of these 45% 20% -26pp

Instagram  N/A* 19% -

Mobile-optimised websites and services  N/A* 19% -

Other social networking (e.g. Snapchat, Pinterest, Tumblr,  
Vine, Google+, etc.) 10% 12% 2pp

Customer contact service i.e. live chat  N/A* 9% -

Websites and systems are set up to cater to all  
i.e. deaf/blind customers  N/A* 8% -

Organisation Blog 5% 7% 2pp

Other  N/A* 4% -

Don’t know  N/A* 0% -

Appendix 40. ‘Which of the following online facilities does your business have or offer  
to customers or users?’, sole traders, 2014 and 2021 (click to return to page 27)

pp   Percentage point (pp) difference, 2021 versus. 2014Key 2014  n = 472 2021  n = 936

* Question not asked in 2014

Appendix 41. ‘I’d like you to tell me if you feel your business has benefitted in any 
of  the following ways’, sole traders, 2021 (click to return to page 28)

Response 2021

Attracting more customers or supporters
No 58%

Yes 42%

Can use my mobile to do my business on the move
No 35%

Yes 65%

Cost savings
No 61%

Yes 39%

Increased feedback and interaction with customers or supportersIncreased feedback and interaction with customers or supporters
No 55%

Yes 45%

Increased sales or donations
No 65%

Yes 35%

More effective marketingMore effective marketing
No 64%

Yes 36%

None of these
No 86%

Yes 14%

Saving time (e.g. emails and automation)Saving time (e.g. emails and automation)
No 34%

Yes 66%

Simplified process of taking payments or donations 
No 45%

Yes 55%

Wider geographic coverage
No 64%

Yes 36%

Key 2021  n = 936
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Appendix 42. ‘Has your turnover increased, decreased or stayed the same in the past 12 months?’, 
sole traders, 2021 (click to return to page 28)

Decreased

57%
 Stayed the same

26%

 Increased

14%

 Don’t know

4%

e

Key 2021  n = 946

Appendix 43. ‘Has your turnover increased, decreased or stayed the same in the past 12 months?’, 
sole traders with high and low digital capability, 2021 (click to return to page 28)

Low Digital Capability High Digital Capability

Decreased 52% 58%

Don’t know 5% 3%

Increased 8% 16%

Stayed the same 35% 23%

Key 2021  n = 946
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Appendix 44. ‘Is your business likely to invest in digital technology in the next 
12 months?’, sole traders, 2021 (click to return to page 28)

No

76%

 Yes

24%

Key 2021  n = 946

Appendix 45. ‘Thinking about your attitudes towards being a more digital-based business, 
to what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?’, sole traders, 2021 
(click to return to page 28)

Key 2021  n = 946

Agree Disagree*

Having a mobile is crucial to the success of 
my organisation 81% 19%

I am confident that in a digital world I can lead  
my organisation to success 56% 44%

I have access to the technology that I need to make  
my business more digital 66% 34%

I have the knowledge and experience I need to make  
my business/charity more digital 53% 47%

I know where to access information about making  
my business/charity  more digital 64% 36%

I am happy to use social media but only for 
personal use, not for my organisation 39% 61%

* Disagree includes the responses 'Don't know' and 'Not sure'.
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Appendix 46. ‘Please listen to each of the following statements and consider whether 
they apply in relation to your business. Please respond to each statement’, sole traders, 
2021 (click to return to page 28)

Key 2021  n = 946

Yes No Don't know

The business has gone as far as it can to make 
our back-office more digital 48% 47% 5%

The pandemic accelerated the businesses  
digital development 28% 70% 2%

Time is the biggest barrier to us exploring  
more technology solutions 43% 55% 2%

We can be more flexible with the way we manage 
our work by using digital tools/apps 54% 44% 2%

We have found trading online to be more  
cost-effective/profitable 33% 60% 7%

We have made changes to the business which means that we  
will never return to how we operated prior to Covid-19 28% 67% 5%

We have the money/funding needed to make We have the money/funding needed to make 
the business more digitalthe business more digital 46% 51% 3%

We intend to continue new habits that we picked up  
during the coronavirus pandemic 54% 43% 3%

We use digital technology through necessity  
rather than choice 57% 41% 2%

We would not have coped without technology  
during the coronavirus crisis 49% 48% 3%
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Appendix 48. Proportion of businesses by size, who use Instagram, 
2021 (click to return to page 29)

19%
22%

30%
32%

One 
employee

Two to five 
employees

Six to nine 
employees

10 to 249 
employees

Size of business

Key 2021  n = 1,937

21%

16%
14%

Appendix 47. Proportion of businesses with significant,  
some or no social media use, who have increased  
their turnover in the last 12 months, 2021  
 (click to return to page 29)

None Some Significant

Level of social media use 

Key 2021  n = 1,968

Social media
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Appendix 50. Proportion of businesses with significant, some 
or no social media use, who are likely to invest in digital in the 
next 12 months, 2021 (click to return to page 29)

38%

30%

15%

None Some Significant

Level of social media use 

Key 2021  n = 1,968

2021

Firm size    2021: n = 1,956
One employee 24%
Two to five employees 14%
Six to nine employees 8%
10 to 249 employees 6%

Firm age    2021: n = 1,959
Less than three years 16%
Three to four years 14%
Five to nine years 16%
Ten years or more 19%

Region    2021: n = 1,968
East of England 18%
East Midlands 17%
London 16%
North East 17%
North West 19%
Scotland 20%
South East 19%
South West 17%
Wales 15%
West Midlands 16%
Yorkshire and the Humber 22%

Gender    2021: n = 1,827
Male 20%
Female 14%

Sector    2021: n = 1,776
Accommodation/Foodservice 11%
Administrative and Support Service activities 15%
Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing 34%
Arts/Recreation 10%
Construction 22%
Manufacturing 13%
Real Estate 28%
Transportation and Storage* 24%
Wholesale/Retail/Repair 12%

Other sectors including Education, Financial/Insurance/Info/Comms, Health/Social Work, were also measured, however due to sample size 
being too small were not included above. 
*  Care to be taken when referring to the 2021 data points, as the sample size for the sector is between  

70-99 respondents.

Appendix 49. Proportion of businesses who do not use social media, split by demographics  
2021 (click to return to page 29)



7Join the conversation: 
 £  The report and other content can be 

found online:  
lloydsbank.com/businessdigitalindex

õ  Please refer to our website for appendices, 
national and regional data and helpful 
links and resources

a  Please get in touch at:  
DigitalSkillsInclusion@lloydsbanking.com

y  For more information on the  
Lloyds Bank Academy please visit:  
lloydsbankacademy.co.uk

  Join the conversation: 
#BusinessDigitalIndex
#EssentialDigitalSkills
@LloydsBankNews 

Please contact us if you would like this 
information in an alternative format 
such as Braille, large print or audio CD. 
Great care has been taken to ensure that the information 
used here cannot be in any way traced to a specific individual.  
This report has used aggregated data across social and 
demographic groups to highlight the trends and insights that will 
help consumers, charities and UK Government to understand 
more about our nation’s digital and financial inclusion landscape. 

Lloyds Banking Group is a financial services group that 
incorporates a number of brands including Lloyds Bank. 
More information on Lloyds Banking Group can be found 
at lloydsbankinggroup.com.

Important information

Whilst Lloyds Bank has exercised reasonable care in preparing this 
document and any views or information expressed or presented  
are based on sources it believes to be accurate and reliable,  
no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as 
to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information 
contained herein. This material has been prepared for information 
purposes only and Lloyds Bank, its directors, officers and 
employees are not responsible for any consequences arising from 
any reliance upon such information. 

Lloyds Bank plc Registered Office: 25 Gresham Street, 
London EC2V 7HN. Registered in England and Wales no. 2065.  
Telephone: 0207 626 1500. 

Issue date: February 2022

UK Business 
Digital Index

https://www.lloydsbank.com/business/resource-centre/businessdigitalindex.html
https://twitter.com/hashtag/BusinessDigitalIndex?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/EssentialDigitalSkills?src=hashtag_click
https://www.lloydsbankacademy.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/LloydsBankNews
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